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ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHERE TO STAY AT YELYERTON.

PRIVATE AND
RESIDENTIAL

HOTEL.

HOUSE
Yelverton, S. Devon

Wh"

BEAUTIFULLY situated, with extensive

views of the various Tors. With a new

wing added it is now the most up-to-date Private

Hotel on Dartmoor. Hot and cold water basins

in each bedroom. Central heating. Electric

Light. Charming and comfortable Residence for

long or short periods. Modern Sanitation. I

(H. & C). Separate Tables. Billiards. Garage.

Ten minutes from Station and Golf Links. Cen-

tral for Hunting, Fishing.

Telephone : Yelverton 31.

Telegrams: BEECHFIELD, Yelverton Apply—PROPRIETOR



ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHERE TO STAY AT YELYERTON.

U FERNLEIGH"
PRIVATE HOTEL. EN PENSION.

GREEXBAXK, YELYERTON,
DARTMOOR.

Telephone :—Yelverton 33.

The Moorland

Health Resort
Ten minutes from Golf Links (18 holes) and Yelverton

Station mine miles from Plymouth) on the Plymouth,

Princetown, Tavistock and Launceston Line, G.YV.R.

Third-class Season Ticket between Plymouth and

Yelverton : 17/1 per month.

TERMS : According to season and position of room.

PRIVATE SUITES OF ROOMS with or without Board,

during winter months.

LUNCHEONS, TEAS, AND DINNERS.

Proprietress:—MISS OKE

Tuberculosis Cases not taken.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHERE TO STAY AT YELYERTON.

YELVERTON, S. Devon.

"DEVONIA."

COMFORTABLE APARTMENTS. Fine Position on the

Downs. Splendid Views. Garage. Within ten minutes of

Station, Church and Post Office. Golf, Fishing and Hunting

Apply—THE MANAGERESS.

"TRAQUAIR"
CRAPSTONE, YELVERTON.

BOARD RESIDENCE
(Private Apartments Winter Months)

Central for Fishing, Golf, Tennis and

Croquet Lawns. Beautifully situated.

SEPARATE TABLES. GARAGE. MODERN SANITATION.

Apflv-C. MARSHALL.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHERE TO STAY AT YELYERTON.

YELVERTON, Dartmoor.

Devon cor$ fiotel
THE LARGEST &
MOST COMPLETE

Elevation 620 feet. Frontage on open Moor.
Excellent Cuisine and Services. Magnificent
Views. Southern Aspect. Close to Golf
Links (18 holes). Good Fishing, Hunting,
etc. Garage. Electric Light. Six acres

Private Grounds and Kitchen Gardens.
Tennis. Central Heating. Listed Hotel.

R.A.C., A. A. and M.U. 'Phone Yelverton 4.

SPECIAL TERMS AUTUMN & WINTER MONTHS.
Within 5 hours London (Paddington). Through trains from North of

England and Scotland via Plymouth.

Post Office and Places of Worship (Church of England, Roman Catholic and
Nonconformist) close at hand.

FIVE MINUTES
FROM STATION.

NORMAN WILSON,
Resident Oirii er.

ROCK HOTEL
YELVERTON. Restored and Enlarged.

NEW UP-TO-DATE GARAGE IS NOW COMPLETED.
Electric Light throughout. :: Five Minutes from Station.

FISHING, GOLF AND HUNTING.

Ales, Wines, Spirits, Mineral Waters
ETC., DELIVERED DAILY.

Luncheons, Teas, &c. : Posting, Hunters, &c.

MOTOR CARS ON HIRE.

H. & A. LANGTON.
'Phone No. 22. proprietors



VI ADVERTISEMENTS.

YELVERTON, Dartmoor.

MOOR HOUSE
Private Hotel.

Standing in its own grounds of six acres on the edge of

the moor, 700 feet above sea level, commanding magnifi-

cent views of the surrounding country and its grand tors.

It is within five minutes' walk of Yelverton Railway

Station, and fifteen minutes' walk of Yelverton Golf

Links. Good fishing may be obtained in neighbouring

rivers. Tennis and Croquet Lawns in own grounds.

Proprietress: Mrs. J. W. BORN,
'Phone Yelverton 36.

WEST COUNTRY. PmZl 2 .

Duchy Hotel
PRINCETOWN. DEVON.

PLEASANT AND CONVENIENT HOTEL FOR
FAMILIES.

HIGFI ALTITUDE (1400 feet).

PURE BRACING AIR.

DELIGHTFUL MOORLAND WALKS & SCENERY,
in the midst of Druidical Remains & Antiquities

Cars on Hire. Garage, close to g.w.r. station.

MODERATE n GEO. J. ROWE,
PROPR1

1



ADVERTISEMENTS. Vll

WHERE TO STAY AT LYDFORD.

LYDFORD, DARTMOOR, DEVON .

THE MANOR HOTEL
Lydford Junction.

Five minutes from London & South Western &> Great Western Stations.

CLOSE TO MOOR.

The Hotel is Lit entirely by Gas Garage Stabling.

TWENTY BEDROOMS. First-class Coffee and Dining Rooms
Extensive Private Grounds of Sixty Acres, include the beautiful

wooded valley and gorge of the river Lyd, and the celebrated Lydford

Waterfall. Private Apartments in Farmhouse on grounds. Rough

Shooting. Fishing and Tennis. Golf Links within short distance of

Hotel. Terms, strictly moderate, can be had on application. The

Hotel is under personal management of the proprietress :

—

Mrs. A. E. MATHEWS

LYDFORD. "On the fringe of Dartmoor.''

LYDFORD HOUSE PRIVATE HOTEL, LYDFORD, DEVON.

B EAUTIFULLY situated within a few minutes' walk of the Moors.

Standing in its own grounds, commanding uninterrupted views

of the Tors, and within short distance of the Gorge, Waterfall and

other places of interest. The only Hotel in Lydford close to the Moors.

Tennis and Croquet Lawns, Stabling, Motor House, Home Dairy and

Gardens. Excellent Cuisine. Tariff on application.

F. and E. WEBB, Proprietresses.

"MOORSIDE," H ' PENGELLY, Proprietor.

LYDFORD, BRIDESTOWE, Devon. JBOatft IRCslftenCe.

<* 1\7T 'A 1i is a modern Stone-Built Residence, facing South, situate right

lVlOOrSlQC on the fringe of Dartmoor, some 900 feet above sea level, and

is about 15 minutes' walk from Bridestowe Station : the Lyd and Okement Rivers run

within a short distance from the house, affording good Moorland Trout Fishing. Own
Dairy Produce.

The House commands grand views of the principal Tors of Dartmoor, most of them

being within comfortable walking distance, and the Cornish Tors are also features in

the Landscape.

The water supply is abundant and excellent, and the sanitary arrangements are on

the latest principles. Teas & Refreshments. Car & Carriage on Hire.
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MOORLAND HOTEL
HAYTOR ROCK, ILSINGTON,

NEWTON ABBOT.

Recently greatly enlarged and refurnished by Maple & Co.

^ff*HE nearest Hotel to the Rock, 1,100 feet above the Sea, on the

^^ far-famed Dartmoor, commanding extensive views of the sur-

rounding country, while the sea is easily discernible in the distance, at

Teignmouth and Torbay, from all front windows. Is a perfect Health

Resort. Contains large Public and Private Rooms, Billiard Room, &c.

Electric Light. Central Heating. Bowling Green, Tennis and Croquet

Lawns. Perfect sanitation. Excellent Cuisine. Posting. Good Hunting

Centre. Motors for Hire. Motor Garage. Station, Bovey Tracey,

3i miles.

Telegrams, Ilsington ; letters, Newton Abbot.

Proprietress: Mrs. L. HELLIER.
Telephone: No. 7, HAYTOR VALE.

ILSINGTON, DEVON. Near Haytor Rock.

TJTAYTOR ROCK HOTEL. Near Newton Abbot. Three miles

from Bovey Tracey Station. Free House. Bath (hot and cold).

Motor Accommodation and Garage. Good Stabling. Parties catered

for. Choice Wines and Spirits Motor Car for Hire.

Telegrams : Edgecombe, Haytor, Ilsington. 'Phone : Haytor Vale, 5.

Proprietor: J. C. EDGECOMBE

BELMONT RESTAURANT
and BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT,

PRINCETOWN.
LUNCHEONS, DINNERS and TEAS.

tion. Modern ii use Large *Lofr Every
Convenience Three minutes from Railway

Proprietor—W. BOWDEN.



ADVERTISEMENTS. IX

ASHBURTON, SOUTH DEVON
BEST CENTRE FOR DARTMOOR.

"GREYLANDS"
PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL HOTEL,

Delightfully situated in own grounds, sheltered position,

separate tables.

Excellent Cuisine, own garden produce, every comfort.

Garage.

Within easy distance of the Moors, River Dart. Three

minutes from Station, Churches and Post Office.

Tariff: MANAGING DIRECTOR.

Telephone 17. Ashburton Cakes.

The Card House Tea Rooms
^Corth Street, Centre of Town,

Ashhurton.

Proprietor: Dainty Luncheons

V. M. Coles-Webb. and Afternoon Teas.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHERE TO STAY ROUND DARTMOOR.

THE

RESIDENTIAL
HOTEL,

TEMPERANCE'.

OKEHAMPTON.
CEHTRftL
(Under New Management).

B ITU ATED within a few minutes' walk of

the MOORS. A convenient centre for

excursions to all parts of Dartmoor and Devon.

GOLF COURSE WITHIN A MILE.

Public Tennis Courts and Swimming Bath.

Motor Trips to all parts of Devon daily.

GOOD TROUT FISHING IN THE
EAST & WEST OKEMENT RIVERS.

TERMS FROM 3^ GUINEAS WEEKLY.
HOME COMFORTS. GOOD TABLE.

J. T. MILLER, Proprietor.

THE WEST COUNTRY:
Somerset, Dorset, Devon and Cornwall,

Where to stay What to see Where to live

The best and cheapest guide ever published for the use of Touri-ts. Visitors and
would-be Resident^ in the West oi England. Gives exci ll< at prai ncal information

ami a valuable List of Apartments, Hoarding-Houses and Hotels. Fully Illus-

trated. Nearly one hundred towns and districts described. In addition, tl

contributions upon the Hooks, Golf, Motoring, and l-'n -sh-watcr Angling

of the ' I unmoor as a Touring Ground. 3s. 6d. net.

4 land.

Of all Booksellers or from the Publit

THE HOMELAND ASSOCIATION. LTD.,
Lamb, ( vn m i Ga*pi -. \j m on. W.C. 2
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OKEHAMPTON. <• On the edge of Dartmoor.

RED LION (TEMPERANCE) HOTEL
MOTOR ACCOMMODATION. GOOD STABLING.

HOME Produce from our own garden.

DAIRY. Real Home Comforts.

Telephone No. 2. Apply-Mrs. ball.

"Moorlands" Private Hotel,

Adjacent to Links, Moors &- Railway Station,

OKEHAMPTON. (DEVON).

Miss E. MAUR & Miss A. PEARD.

Arundell Arms Hotel
LIFTON, DEVON.

NEAREST STATION — LIFTON, G.W.R.

1 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 i i i i i i 1 1 i i i i M i

The Devonshire Fishing Hotel
Preserved Fishing for visitors at the Hotel over thirty miles.

Fishing on the Rivers Tamar, Carey, Lyd, Thrushel or Wolf.

SHOOTING AND TENNIS
CARS FOR HIRE, GARAGE

luSSZgS!^^ S. F. MILLER, Proprietor.



Xll ADVERTISEMENTS.

MORETONHAMPSTEAD.

GRAY'S HOTEL
N the borders of Dartmoor. G.W, Railway. Good
Accommodation for Tourists and Families. Post-

ing in all its branches. Excellent Hunting and Fishing.

Fishing Tickets may be obtained at the Hotel. Within

easy access of all places of interest in the neighbour,

hood of Dartmoor. Near Grimspound, Fingle Bridge-

Cranbrook Castle, and Torquay Waterworks.

R.A.C , A. A., M.U., A.C.U. and C.T.C. Appointments.

Terms strictly moderate. From £3 10s. per week.

MOTOR CARS ON HIRE
GARAGE and PIT.

For Terms apply— S. GRAY.

Telegrams: GRAY'S HOTEL. Telephone No. 2.

BEDFORD HOTEL
TAVISTOCK.

Telegrams -Bedford Hotel, Tavistock. Telephoru IT.

This Hotel (part of the

ancient Abbey) is replete

with all modern require-

ments for the comfort and
convenience of visitors.

Officially appointed by
the R.A.C. , A. A. and
Ml', and A.C.U. Geo-
graphically in the centre

! I >evon and Cornwall
Excellent Salmon and

Trout Fishing. Three
Packs of Hounds
during the season, within

tel

nm\ ;'. ?4!

Posting. Garage. Carson Hire Golf Links,

i8-holes, ten minutes walk from Hotel.

Spacious New Lounge. Terms moderate.

Irt'yJ' -V. I. LAKE. Proprietor.
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EDUCATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

Plymouth College for Girls
LOCKYER STREET, THE HOE.

Head Mistress : MISS SCOTT, Resident in France &- Germany.

ASSISTED BY HIGHLY QUALIFIED TRAINED TEACHERS.

Pupils prepared for Examinations. Boarders receive careful attention.

Sole charge taken of children from India and the Colonies.

GYMNASTICS. GAMES. SWIMMING.



XIV ADVERTISEMENTS.

ESTABLISHED 1884.

Totnes Girls' School
and Kindergarten,

35, FORE STREET. TOTNES.

CONDUCTED BY

MiSS PINN, Camb. Higher Local Registered Teacher.

Assisted by Resident and Visiting Teachers.

THE TOTNES GIRLS' SCHOOL is conducted on High School
Principles ; the School buildings are commodious and conveniently

divided into Class Rooms. The Boarding House is adjoining the

School and the Boarders receive every care, being under the per-

sonal supervision of the Principal.

Pupils successfully prepared for the following Examinations :- Oxford Locals;
Trinity College, London ; Associated Board K. A.M. and R.C.M.. Incorporated

Society of Musicians; Royal Drawing Society; and Pitman's Shorthand.

Terms and List of References supplied on Application.

THE HOMELAND HANDY GUIDES
A series of inexpensive but artistically produced guides, dealing with interesting

towns or small areas, beautifully illustrated and provided with plans. They deal
concisely with the history and antiquities of the towns, together with their advan-
tages as places of residence or as holiday resorts, and also contain notes on the

places of interest within easy reach.

i. King's Lynn, Norfolk ... 6d. • 19. Cleyedon, Somfrset ... 6d.

2. Reading Berkshire ... 6d. 20. Portishead. SOMERSET ... .jd

3. Sandwich, Kent ... ... 6d. ' 21. Wokingham, Berkshire ... 4d.

4. Watchet. Wili.iton, and 23. Mkksf.a [si v- ... 6d.

Washford, Somerset ... 4d.

6. Spalding. Lincolnshire ... 4<1.

MID WlNCHELSBA ... 6d.

8. Brigg, Lincolnshire ... 4d.

24. Havi.i. ft Fun. 1 ai k. Cornwall 4d.

25. North Walsham and the
NORFO

27. Tavisto
9. Walton on-the-Naze, Essex 4d. 28. WestwaroHoI D

ilTI.lNGSKA, ESSLX ... 6d

.

29. PRESTATYN. N V

11. P.ikchington, 1. ... 6d. 30. NORTHWOOD, BflDDI

12. WeSTOATI ON-SEA, Kent ... 4d. 31. LiTii.mAMi:
... 4(i. 32. Haki KNDEN, HbRTS

.1. 33. Barnstaple, Dbvqn
15. Mini ... 6<i. 34. Aehbui k>n, I

'

1-. Ma; HT ... ... <•<!

THE HOMELAND ASSOCIATION, LTD.

37 and 38 Maiden Lane, Covent Garden. London. W.C 2
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Tel. No. 8. THE Tel. No. 8.

Dartmoor Steam Laundry
OKEHAMPTON.

F. W. S. COLE, '
I

S. G. HORSHAM, J

Partners.

WEEKLY COLLECTIONS & DELIVERY at Belstone.Throwleigh,

Sticklepath. Chagford, Voretonhampstead, Sourton, Bridestowe & District.

PRICE LIST AND FULL PARTICULARS
ON RECEIPT OF POST CARD.

Dartmoor Steam Laundry, Okehampton.

THE YELVERTON GARAGE
Official Repairers to the R.A.C, A A. and M.U.

Members of the M.T.A.

YELVERTON, SOUTH DEVON.
Telephone 38. J. C. NAYLOR.

W. JOHNS,
Drake Road, TAVISTOCK.

Fishing Rod and

Tackle Manufacturer.

FLIES suitable for MOOR FISHING
always in stock or can be dressed to any

pattern.

Forty Years' Experience of
THE FiSHIN'l, ROUND DARTMOOR

A BOOK OF DARTMOOR.

FROM A DARTMOOR COT.
By WILLIAM CROSSING.

With an Introduction by

EDEN PHILLPOTTS
A delightful collection of tales and

legends founded on the weird traditions

of the wild moorland.

Price 2 8 net; postage 4d.

I . or of

THE HOMELAND ASSOCIATION, Ltd.
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Special Ordnance Survey Map of Taunton

and District.

Measuring 36ms. x 27ms. Scale : 1 inch to the mile.

Printed in 5 colours, mounted on linen, folds to 81ns. x

5ms., for carrying in the pocket. Price 5/-

HUNTING MAPS.
3\4ap of Exmoor and the Quantock Hills.

Shewing the Meets of the Devon and Somerset Staghounds,
and containing a very convenient table of distances

between 34 different places each with one another.

Scale : 2 miles to an inch. Paper Edition, 1/6 ; mounted
on linen and dissected, 2/6.

Specially printed with small coloured circles showing the

Meets of the various packs. Mounted on linen, to fold

in the pocket, with strong red cloth covers. Printed

in colours. 7/6 each.

No. 1. Showing the Meets of

The Devon and Somerset Staghounds
and fourteen other packs in and adjoining Devon.

25in. and 6in. Scale Maps.

Complete Set of the COUNTY of SOMERSET
on these two scales kept in stock.

BARNICOTT & PEARCE
The Wessex 'Booh, Stationery and 'Printing House

44, FORE STREET, TAUNTON.
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Telephone : Tavistock 78.

Jhe Xcmd CaundrY
TAVISTOCK

GUARANTEE THAT YOUR LAUNDRY WORK IS .—

WASHED Clean, with the best soaps and unlimited

clean water, with the necessary care,

especially with dainty articles.

DRIED Always in the open air whenever weather

permits ; meaning a freshness and natural

whiteness unobtainable by any other process.

IRONED By hand work only, with greatest care.

PACKED With closest attention to accuracy, and

DELIVERED With promptness and regularity.

With the HAND PROCESS your .Articles

will give you the Longest Possible Service.

Our customers recommend us.

Trial orders respectfully solicited.

Closest supervision throughout.

THE HAND LAUNDRY,
TAVISTOCK.

(Owned and Managed by an Ex-Officer .
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DARTMOOR
SOUTH DEVON, FOR

HOUSES
TO BE SOLD OR LET

FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED.

APPLY TO

SMITH & SON, fax

HOUSE AGENTS.
tin- I*. TORQUAY
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HAYTOR
AND DARTMOOR

DISTRICT

Furnished & Unfurnished

HOUSES
To be Sold or Let

CHAS. G. WILLS,
bouse ant) Cotatc agent,

9, COURTENAY ST., NEWTON ABBOT,
And at BOVEY TRACEY.

Tel. 102.
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GingerAle
2&Queen S

T
Newton Abbot.

WINE MERCHANTS.
Ale, Stout & Cider Bottlers.
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EDITORIAL NOTE.

With a view to making future editions of this handbook as accurate

and comprehensive as possible, suggestions for its improve-

ment are cordially invited. If sent to The Editor, The
Homeland Association, 37 & 38 Maiden Lane, Covent Garden,

London, W.C. 2, they will be gratefully acknowledged.

COPYRIGHT

This book as a whole, with its contents, both literary and pictorial,

is copyrighted in the United Kingdom.

ADVERTISING

Local.—Terms for advertising in future issues ot this Handbook
will be forwarded on application to the General Manager of

the Homeland Association, at the above address.

General.—Contracts for the insertion of advertisements through

the whole series of Homeland Handbooks and other publica-

tions (more than one hundred volumes), circulating throughout

the United Kingdom and the Colonies, can be arranged on

application to the General Manager.

GUIDE BOOKS.

The Manager of the Homeland Bookshop will be glad to give

advice concerning suitable guide books for any part of

England and Wales, and is usually able to recommend the

best guide (at any specified price) to a neighbourhood.

The Homeland Bookshop will also be happy to supply any

Guide Books (whether their own or other publishei

receipt of a remittance for the amount of the published price

plus postage.

LAN I ERN LECT1 RES.

Arrangements can bo made for the supply of lantern sli

topographical architectural and antiquarian interest relating
to many parta ol England A complete illustrating

our Homeland Churches and How to Study Cnem can be

loaned as a lei tun
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The Publishers' Address to the Reader.

This little volume is one of the Homeland Handbooks, a series

founded in 1897 with the view of providing adequate information
respecting localities and districts in Great Britain. It is one of the

aims of the Homeland Association to show that every district of these

islands possesses scenery of beauty and often of peculiar distinction,

often, moreover, hallowed by inspiring memories ; and the Handbooks
are written from this standpoint. They are issued at popular prices

and contain everything likely to interest the intelligent visitor

regarding the History, Traditions, Worthies, Antiquities and Literary

Associations of the neighbourhoods with which they deal.

In each case the book is written by a qualified author, with
special local knowledge.

Other volumes in this series likely to interest the reader of this

book are as follows :

—

No. Cloth. Paper.

57.—Torquay and its Surroundings ... ... ... 3/- J 6

73.— Newton Abbot, Devon ... ... ... ... 3- —
80.— r-owey, the "Troy Town " of " Q " ... ... ... 3/

-
J 6

86.— Dartmouth, Totnes and the Dart ... ... ... 3- 2 "

87.— Kingsbridge, Salcombe and the Kingsbridge Estuary ... 26 1/-

89.—Yelverton, Dartmoor ... ... ... ...
— 9d

Postage, 2d. per vol.

In the Homeland Handy Guides :

—

27.—Tavistock, Devon ... ... Price 4d. net Post free sd.

34.—Ashburton, Devon ... ... ,, 4d. ,, „ ,, sd.

In the Homeland Pocket Books :

—

3.—North Devon with West Somerset ... Cloth 3/6 net. Postage. 4d-

In the Homeland Reference Books :

—

4.—THE WEST COUNTRY (Somerset, Dorset, Devon and Cornwall).

3/6 net. Postage 4d.

Full Lists of Homeland Publications will be sent post free on application

to the address below

MAPS.
The district described in this volume is covered by the following

maps of H.M. Ordnance Survey :

—

/'.I'

Special Dartmoor sheet of the 1 mile to the inch map 2- 3-
Sheet 36 of the 2 miles to the inch map ... 2- 3-

8 ., 4 miles ., 2/- 3
-

The Manager of the Homeland Bookshop will be happy to

supply any of the above on receipt of the published price plus

postage (any scale 2d. per map).

The Homeland Association for the Encouragement of Tourir.c; xn (,teat

Britain, 37 dv 38 Ma d$n Lane, Covent GmtdtU L wdau, li'.C. 2.
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I have wandered over Europe, have rambled in Iceland,

climbed the Alps, been for some years lodged among the

marshes of Essex—yet nothing that I have seen has quenched
in me the longing after the fresh air, and love of the wild

scenery of Dartmoor. There is far finer mountain scenery
elsewhere, but there can be no more bracing air, and the lone
upland region possesses a something of its own—a charm hard
to describe, but very real—which engages for once and for

ever the affections of those who have made its acquaintance.

S. Baring-Gould,
Preface to A Book of Dartmoor.



PREFACE
TO THE ELEVENTH EDITION,

Seldom have I taken up a pen for a more gratifying

task than this of revising my Dartmoor for an eleventh

edition : and my first words must be of thanks to those

who have given it such a kindly welcome, ever since

its first appearance in 1898.

Dartmoor never alters—yet since the beginning of

this century Dartmoor has altered very much.

Those who know it will understand the apparent

paradox. Tor and hill are unchanged ; mists and

mires still prevail
;

pathless tracks across the heather

lead to prehistoric antiquities which still puzzle the

learned. It is as wild and wonderful as of old ; and

the people retain their kindly hospitable simplicity.

But Dartmoor has been discovered : or, rather

Dartmoor has revealed itself. Ever since the days of

the Tinners efforts have been made to utilize the moor

—

in common parlance, " to make it pay." People have

felt sure it was good for something, though they knew

not what. So miners, and experimentalists, and

governments have all tried their hands on it : but only

recently has it impressed itself upon the public, as the

finest health resort, the best rest cure, and the most

fascinating playground for holiday makers in the West

of England.

It is in the development of these features that Dart-

moor has undergone alteration. There has been building

everywhere. Comfortable hotels ; snug bungalows,

little houses with " accommodation for visitors " have
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sprung up on every part of the moor ; and the tourist

of to-day, whether afoot or awheel need undergo none

of the strenuous efforts in search of food and shelter

which were faced by the adventurer into Dartmoor

twenty years ago.

Another feature that alters the moor is the motor

car, which appears with almost too much frequency.

It enables those whose time is limited to get an idea

of Dartmoor, and we may hope that some who rush

across it do not feel they " have seen Dartmoor," but

wisely resolve to revisit it in more leisurely fashion.

In its new aspects Dartmoor caters for all comers.

There are golf links, and modern conveniences of every

description for those who are not happy without con-

ventionalities and do not mind paying for them—and

—

it is still possible to tramp over hill and dale carrying

one's necessary impedimenta and find food and com-

fortable quarters for less than ios. a day.

BEATRIX F. CRESSWELL.



DARTMOOR
WITH ITS SURROUNDINGS.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCES THE TRAVELLER TO
THE MOOR.

I
FEEL I have undertaken an arduous task in attempt-

ing within the limits of this small volume to put before

a reader's eyes such a picture of Dartmoor as may be

of use to him when he gets there.

You are coming from a distance to see the Moor for the

first time. The writer of this book can remember, when
a little child, being taken by her father nearly every day to

see it in the distance, and being told that when she was old

enough she should go to the blue hills, a promise duly ful-

filled, and begetting that love of the Moor which never

perishes. But it is another task to write for you the story

that the Moorland tells. It is like attempting to describe

beloved features, or coldly summing up the character of

our dearest, whose faults are known, yet condoned for very
love.

Yet I want you to share my pleasure in Dartmoor ; I

have had to learn the Moor by experience, and mine is that

the best part of Dartmoor must be seen on foot : indeed,

the spirit of the Moor cannot be felt until the turf is be-

neath your tread.

Come with me and I will take you to some of the places

most worth seeing. We will jog over hill and through dale,

now taking routes where road or rail are available, now
setting ourselves steadfastly to cross the bogs or climb the

tors; and I trust that the charm of each locality will

reward you for the effort of reaching it.

B
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Perhaps you left the throbbing heart of England, the

most populous city in the world, this morning ; and a
journey of but a few hours has brought you into the lone-

liest and wildest part of the country, so untameable, so

unchangeable, that the dweller of long bygone days,

would probably find but little alteration. Where he
hunted the wolf (and wolves were found on Dartmoor as

late as Elizabeth's reign), he would recognise the contour
of the rolling slopes, the shapes of the rugged tors. Though
somewhat weathered, the tinners' stream workings are still

traceable ; the hut circle and stone row, though broken
and defaced, are yet evident on the hillside.

The moorman of the present day knows very little more
of London than did his ancestor centuries ago. He regards

you who breakfasted in London and have crossed the

country since the morning, as one who has done a " power-
ful lot o' travelling, sure 'nuff "

; but he considers it an

unnecessary exertion. In a talkative mood he may with

assumed modesty affirm that there is nothing much on the

Moor for gentry to care about, at the same time extolling

the air as the finest in the world, wherein he is not far

wrong.
But if you have any taste for novelty, if you feel any of

that exhilaration which exploring the unknown awakens,

you have had your curiosity sharpened ever since the Great

Western train came through the White Ball Tunnel. Somer-
set, with its Saxon traditions, was left behind, and Devon,
replete with histories of older races, spread befoiv you.

From the " ancient and loyal " city of Exeter the train

speeds along the banks of the Exe. At Dawlish and

Teignmouth the line runs close to the sea. Then the

estuary of the Teign appear-, a broad she I of water that

at high tide is like a beautiful lake You should have

1 your full upon it. for you will see the Teign in many
places and under man\ before we have done with

irthplace, 1 Dartmoor.

And on one other side of the line, against th

sky, you should have noted the thi I tors Rippon

Saddle Tor, and Haytor behind which you must

stand before you are in I >ai tmoor Fori
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Dartmoor Forest is divided into four sections : north,

south, east and west ; surrounding it are the outlying
commons, the whole comprising about 130,000 acres.

Duchy licences are granted for shooting over the Forest.

From time to time, since the castle of Lydford and
Dartmoor Forest were granted by Henry III to his brother

Richard, Earl of Cornwall, about the year 124c, perambu-
lations and surveys have taken place.

In many of the parishes bordering upon the forest ven-
ville rights exist, and those possessing them are permitted
to take from it " everything that may do them good save
vert and venison." " Vert " is green wood. VenviUe,
there is little doubt, says Mr. Crossing, is derived from fines

villariiin, the fines, or rents, of the vills, as the lands pos-

sessing the rights above referred to, are called. Thus they
get their peat fuel free, and free pasture for their cattle,

which, when placed in the charge of moormen, are branded
or marked in the ear. In return the venville tenants must
serve at the Forest courts and appear when summoned to

the periodical drifts of cattle.

The tenantry are most tenacious of these rights. Another
word we shall frequently hear, belongs to customs that
are obsolete : with the decay of mining the Stannary
Parliament passed away, and the Stannary towns of

Tavistock, Plympton, Ashburton, and Chagford have no
more to do with the weighing and marking of metal, and
no more of sending jurors to make those mining laws
which were so severe.

The cattle drifts used to be more frequent than they
now are ; but at intervals the cattle and ponies are driven
in so that it may be seen that no strange animals are tres-

passing. Each man picks out his own ; those unclaimed
are pounded for a while at Dunnabridge Pound, and then
sold. Few are stolen or lost, though they occasionally

stray, report says, sometimes even to Bodmin. And
doubtless the mires, the " Dartmoor stables/' now and
then claim a victim.

Many who see Dartmoor for the first time cavil at the

term forest, and sarcastically inquire, "Where are the

For, save in exceptional places, Dartmoor is not
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a place of leafage. Large trunks that have been now and
then found in the bogs suggest a greater extent of wood-

land at some earlier date, but hardly enough to represent

forest acres. It must be understood that forest was any
tract of ground in which wild animals were protected by
the king for his diversion, and subject to the forest laws.

When Risdon wrote his Survey of Devon, about three

centuries ago, he described Dartmoor as " a place richer in

the bowels than in the face thereof," but mining has greatly

declined since his time. Of great importance were the tin

mines, and some of the stream works are probably of very

early date. Plodding the Moor in search of cairn or circle

we come upon the traces of these old streamings, deserted

shafts, tumbledown buildings, which mark the ruined

mines, and unfortunately remind us of ruined owners. Mr.

Baring Gould in one of his novels, Guavas the Tinner, gives

a very interesting picture of the life of a Dartmoor tinner

two or three centuries ago, wherein much information may
be pleasantly acquired.

Perhaps, no part of England has so many antiquities in

so small a compass as Dartmoor. In every quarter are

found hut settlements, stone circles, kistvaens, and other

remains that are often a puzzle to those who have not

made such antiquities and the rude crosses, which are

symbols of a later faith, their study.

We shall see some of these way-marks in the world's

historv by-and-by, and Grimspound, Scorhill Circle, and

the Menivale avenues, will give a good idea of the kind oi

monuments erected by the races who once peopled this

barren moor.

Dartmoor has it- dangers. They are comprised in two

words : misl and mire. Except when the mists hide them,

the mires or bogs should be avoidable, though in some
places a certain amount of " bog-trotting " may be de-

manded oi you. The deep, treacherous mires are marked
by tli a of the moss that veneers the surface,

and veils the bla< I undern< ath.

I he mists are far more nnpleasing. In [act, Dartmoor

weather leaves much to be desired. In this high r»

the birthpl » many rivers, thei iperabundance
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of fog and rain ; in the winter fog more or less continuous,

in the summer too frequent for satisfaction. I have had
three gloriously fine days, when the snow capped every

tor, and the scenery was Alpine in appearance ; and in

July I have not been able to stir for the fog. I have been

at Haytor unable to see the rock, and know instances of

people staying all night on the face of the moor, not daring

to stir lest they should lose their way. The winter snow-

storms are often very terrible, and sometimes result in loss

of life.

Roads are few on Dartmoor. People familiar with the

Scotch highlands and the Yorkshire wolds exclaim that

they have never seen so pathless a waste as this. The
pack-horse formerly conveyed everything ; and no wagon-
road existed. Only one road runs across the Moor, from
Tavistock to Moretonhampstead, cutting the forest in half.

This road is hardly more than a hundred and thirty years

old. Other roads leave this at Two Bridges , the one runs

to Dartmeet, and thence by Pounds Gate and Holne Chase
to Ashburton, the other by Princetown to Yelverton.

Between these roads are tor and bog and rolling heather,

streams without number, and the sources of rivers. In

places the ground is so heavy that a walk of two or three

miles will be a fatiguing undertaking. Other roads skirt

the Moor, one of which, starting at Moreton, runs to Oke-
hampton, and thence through Lydford to Tavistock.

A good " bump of locality " is necessary to find your
way in that trackless region, to know fairly well the names
of the tors, and to be able to rely upon your wits, since you
may walk the day through and never meet a soul. A
reliable map and compass are necessary companions.

So many beautiful places lie on the fringe of the moor
that, though they are outside its bounds, I cannot leave

these surroundings unvisited, lest you should justlv com-
plain that our tour is incomplete. That we may make our

excursions as easily as possible, my intention is to make
headquarters .it convenienl places, most of which can be
reached by rail, whence we can find our way into the

beauty spots of the Moor.

Dartmoor, out of which people have always been trying
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to make money, has, during the last thirty years, become
of fresh use ; its great possibilities as a watershed have
been recognised, and Burrator Reservoir, opened in Sep-
tember, 1898, to supply Plymouth, has been one of the

most important works conducted on the moor during the

past century. The reservoirs of the Torquay Corporation
are situated at Tottiford, Hennock, and Trenchford.
Another reservoir, near Holne, supplies Paignton. It must
not be supposed that these great reservoirs in any way
detract from the beauty of the moor ; they rather embellish

it, and grace the heights as would a natural mountain tarn.

Dartmoor's popularity as a holiday resort increases each
year. " Man is formed capable of receiving delight from
several objects that seem to have very little use in them,
as from wildness of rock and desert and grotesque parts
of nature," wrote Addison, evidently surprised at such an
extraordinary taste. Our forefathers had but little appre-
ciation for wild scenery, but those who now feel Dartmoor's
charm must needs come again, and this has led to the

establishment of several most comfortable hotels, which
contrast strongly with the accommodation of the past.

Only those who have roughed it on the moor, tramping wet
and hungry towards distant shelter, or to catch a " last

train," can really appreciate the boon now provided.

Dartmoor has been made far more accessible by the
railway, which on the western side comes right into it, and
both the South Western and Great Western lines have
approached it as closely as possible.

To anyone with an appreciation of engineering, the works
on parts of the line cannot fail to be of interest.

Thus from the heights above Okehampton we may
watch the train on the South Western line swing up and
down the gigantic curves of Nature's switchback, as it

makes its way towards Tavistock, keeping for miles close

to tin of Dartmoor. Meldon Viaduct, Dear Oke-
hampton, is one among many of the examples of a railway
line adding to the natural beauty of the scenery. Ruskin
himself could hardly have quarrelled with the graceful,

sl< ndei l»i idge thrown "\ ei the vallej
( »i again, the direct main Great Western Railway line
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which runs by river and sea from Exminster to Newton
Abbot, has been regarded as Brunei's masterpiece. Scarcely

less wonderful is the construction of the line from Bovey
Tracey to Moretonhampstead, between massive walis of

granite, where the blasting marks yet visible prove how
arduous was the task of making the cutting. On the

western extremity of the Moor, the Princetown Railway

ascends the hills, creeping round King Tor, a tiny track

threading its way in a pathless moorland waste.

A glance at the map will show that a belt of railway

encircles nearly the whole district, broken only between

Okehampton and Moretonhampstead, so that, starting

from Exeter, it is possible to go (by South Western Rail-

way) to Okehampton, Lydford, Tavistock and Plymouth
;

thence by Great Western to Brent, Ashburton, Newton,

and Moretonhampstead.
As, however, the journeys are not quite direct, I have,

for the convenience of reference, detailed the moorland

railway service, omitting any further explanations from

those chapters that treat of the principal towns and
stations.

Tourists intending to visit the eastern side of Dartmoor
can take the fast train from Waterloo (London and South

Western Railway) as far as Exeter, there joining one of

the Company's connecting motor omnibuses which convey

passengers and luggage through Crockernwell to Chag-

ford. This is the shortest route, and the most interesting.

Through fares are issued from London. The north part

of the moor is reached direct from London by the South

Western Railway from Waterloo to Okehampton, Bride-

stowe, Lydford, Brentor, Tavistock and so on to Plymouth.

Coaches leave Okehampton for Chagford, and from Tavi-

stock for Morwell Rocks, Brent Tor, Lydford, Blackdown,
Two Bridges, Princetown, Dousland, Yelverton, and
Burrator Reservoir.

The Great Western Railway approaches to the eastern

side of the Moor are by the Moretonhampstead branch line

from Newton Abbot, and by the Ashburton branch line

from Totnes. Motor omnibuses run from Moretonhamp-
stead to Chagford. The main line also skirts the southern
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edge of the Moor with stations at Brent, Wrangaton, Ivy-
bridge and Cornwood, but these stations being served only
by slow trains, it is necessary to change at Newton Abbot.
To reach the western side of the moor by Great Western
Railway, it is necessary to go to Plymouth, and then change
on to the Launceston or the Princetown lines. Yelverton,
Dousland, Princetown and Tavistock, are the Moor stations

on those lines.

All moorland excursions from Torquay by rail must be
made via Newton Abbot, changing there either for the

Moretonhampstead line or Totnes and Plymouth.
With these clear directions before you I trust you will

have no trouble in reaching the outskirts of Dartmoor,
into the further beauties and interest of which I am im-
patient to lead you.

But before starting let us choose for a rainy day some
books such as any of Baring Gould's Dartmoor novels, his

Book of Dartmoor, and Dartmoor Idylls. The new edition

of Rowe's Perambulation is a magnificent book but no one
could carry it about, unless exploring Dartmoor by means
of the motor-car. Dartmoor Illustrated (Commin, Exeter)
is a collection of beautiful photographs with good descrip-

tions, especially intended to illustrate this new edition of

Rowe's survey.

Crossing's A Hundred Years on Dartmoor gives a most
interesting account of the moor and everything connected
with it during the past century. His appendix giving a

complete survey of Dartmoor Forest and the surrounding
country, is invaluable in helping readers to identify all

points of interest. He is also the author of a standard
book, The Ancient Stone Crosses of Pur!moat, and other
volumes referring to its prehistoric antiquities, its scenery,
early history, the Stannary Parliament, and the folk-lore

of the distrit t, 1>< sides his Guide to Dartmoor a most valuable
companion.
From a Dartmoor Cot is a collection of Dartmoor Legends

by this author, issued by the Homeland Association.
Two charming volumes arc The Heart of the Moor, and

From a Dartmoor Window, by Mi B I base; the

former is one of the most sympathetic stories oi Dartmoor
ever written.
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So inexhaustible a fount for literature does Dartmoor
prove that we might imagine the Muses have quitted

Parnassus to settle on Yes Tor. Among the fiction of the
moor the tales by Mr. Eden Phillpotts are the best known.
A volume of West Country Ballads and Verses, by Mr.
Arthur L. Salmon (Blackwood), should be by no means
neglected by those who love both poetry and the West
Country. Its only fault is that readers will demand more
of these charming verses, some of which are written in the
rich old Devon dialect, while others have really caught
that spirit of the moorland which so manv try to express
in verse with so little success.



CHAPTER II.

EXCURSIONS FROM BOVEY TRACEY.

The Moretonhampstead Railway — Teignbridge — Bovey
Heath — Bovey — Excursions from the Dolphin —
Haytor — The Moorland View — Widecombe-in-the-

Moor — Bohemian's Nose — Manaton — Becky Falls
—Lnstleigh.

IF
you asked me whence to make a start for Dartmoor
excursions, I should unhesitatingly reply, Bovey
Tracey. Although outside the actual boundaries of

the moor, Bovey has many advantages ; and Dartmoor
is easily reached from it either by road or rail.

The line from Newton Abbot runs beside the Teign,

narrowed but yet a broad stream, and tidal for a short

distance. Just beyond Teigngrace station, a disused canal,

overgrown with alders and tangled weeds, lies on the

right-hand side of the line. Some old barges, rotten and
tumbling to pieces, bearing festoons of wild flowers, lie

below a rusty crane. These were once employed to convey
the granite used in the building of London Bridge. The
stone was brought from Haytor by the " Granite Railway

"

(which we shall presently see), placed upon these b

taken down the Teign, and shipped to London.

Passing Stover Park, we pause at Heathfield junction

that passengers for Chudleigh and Ashton and other

stations on the Teign Valley Branch may change trains.

We now cross 1 k>vey Heath. I1m re arc clay pits on either

side, and tin- drainpipes, chimneypots, ornamental tiles,

and other products of the Heathfield potteries, su

brisk busii

Bovey Heath demands tin- attention of the botanist and

ist. It is ili«- basin of a lake, filled up by tin- disin-

ted granite from tin- moor, rhe lignite " B
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coal," as it is locally called, is full of cones, leaves and ferns.

Attempts have been made from time to time to use it as

fuel but never successfully, as it burns badly, and smells

worse. It was even found impossible to use it to heat the

kilns at Bovey Potteries. The clay which overlays it,

formed from the silt of the granite, is a valuable com-

mercial property. It is dug at several places in the neigh-

Photograph] [Blampey & Son.

THE SCREEN, BOVEY TRACEY CHURCH.

bourhood and is sent down the Teign for exportation. At
Bovey there are potteries, where coarse ware is made.

Bovey Heath also has an interesting flora, especially of

marsh plants. The lesser butterwort {pinguicuia lusitanica)

grows there ; both the sundews ; the dwarf willow ; and

in every direction, as you tread the marshy soil, you brush

against the delicious sweetgale or bog myrtle.

Bovey Tracey was, says Risdon, the " ancient inheri-

tance of the Traceys, Barons of Barnstaple." They have
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also historical notoriety for the murder of St. Thomas a

Becket ; and the ill-luck of the family has ever since been
proverbial :

—

All the Traceys
Have the wind in their faces.

The fine old church* which stands at the top of the town
is dedicated to the saint, and is said to have been founded

by William de Tracey in expiation of the murder.
Like most Devonshire churches the present building

belongs to the fifteenth century. The richly carved and
painted screen should be noticed, Devonshire churches

being as famous for their screens, as those of Somerset for

towers. The figures on the panels are probably intended

to represent, alternately, an apostle and a prophet, as are

those on the screen in the neighbouring parish of Chud-
leigh ; but they appear to be unfinished.

However, Bovey folk will tell you that they represent

St. Thomas and his murderers ! as the panels have upon
them a bishop, a king, and two other people, whom we may
suppose are William de Tracey and Reginald Fitzurse.

The pulpit is very interesting, being old plaster work of the

same pattern and painting as the screen, with very good
figures raised on it.

In the churchyard, on the south side of the chancel is

a tomb which often arouses curiosity ; its curious carvings

are rapidly becoming effaced by the weather. It com-
memorates Maria, wife of James Forbes, and daughter of

Thomas Gardyner of Grove Place, Bucks, who died in 1655,
aged fifty-five. James Forbes, a native of Aberdeen, was
chaplain to Charles I, who gave him the living of Bovey
Tracey. Three pinnacl* 5 at t he back of the tomb are

carved with a Tudor rose, a mermaid and thistle, and St.

Andrew's cross. On the east side of the tomb are the arms
of Forbes, impaling Gardyner, on the west a skull and
cross bones with the words memento mart. Mr. Forbes

r an account «»f English church architecture and
<>f ini] « I [omeland 1 >< ket 1 took v

tin leather.
< >i .ill booksellers <>i from the publishers »>t this volume.
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was ejected by the Puritan?, but returned to his living after

the Restoration, and was most likely buried with his wife.

Turning to the left through the square, a picturi

archway, known as Cromwell's Arch, will be seen at the

end of the street. The architecture is Perpendicular, so

it must have been there long before Cromwell's time : and
I know of no tradition to connect it with the Roundhead
occupation of Bovey, though the town witnessed some
skirmishes during the Civil War.
Near the potteries stands the new church of St. John,

built by the Hon. and Rev. Canon Courtenay, brother to

the Earl of Devon. It is small, but is a beautiful piece of

modern architecture, with a reredes by Sir Gilbert Scott,

The Devon House of Mercy is a sisterhood connected with
Clewer The grammar school, too, is of considerable im-
portance. It is said to be of very ancient foundation, but
the original endowment has been lost. The date of the

first deed is 1703. It was reorganised in 1879 Dv the

Endowed School Commissioners, and under the new
scheme the present buildings were put up on the Haytor
road about a mile from the station : an ideal spot for a

school. There is accommodation for about fifty boys.

The town possesses three ancient crosses. That out-

side the town hall has been recently restored, and stands
in a very fine position. At St. Thomas' is another, re-

placed by the Earl of Devon, and down the lane leading

to Lustleigh a third may be found by the careful observer,

built against the wall. It is an inscribed shaft, on a base,

and seems to have been a mark of the bounds, as it was
formerly beaten by the mayors of Bovey on Mayor's Day.
On the west side, four miles above the town, rises the

range of three tors, Rippon Tor, Saddle Tor, and Haytor,
the outlying defence of the moor, and you are probably
longing to reach their rugged tops.

A choice of conveyances is at your disposal ; for at

either hotel you can hire a carriage or a saddle horse, or

take the coach trip that daily goes from point to point on
the moor, giving, in the course of three day-, a range from
Haytor as far as New Bridge and Holne Chase, towards
the south, and Grimspound towards the north. In any
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case I advise you to avail yourself of the coach to see the

Buckland I rives as they are private, being open to visitors

only three times a week, and then with many restrictions.

It is a merry sight on a summer morning to see the

coaches start from the Dolphin, and the sense of exhilara-

tion is increased if we are to be among the passengers, for

however fond wre are of walking or cycling, I think every
Briton feels a satisfaction in finding himself behind a good
team—and how good the Dolphin horses are we shall

presently perceive.

Picking up any passengers who may have come by train

we are off up that stiff uncompromising Haytor road, four

miles all uphill. Only those who have walked it can
really appreciate being driven all the way. The team take

their own time over it, knowing they have a long day's

work before them.
Luncheon we take with us, for Dartmoor does not pro-

vide wayside refreshment, but they know all about this

at the Dolphin, and offer buns, biscuits, or sandwiches at

starting, while the coach carries a further supply, besides

bottled ale and lemonade. When the moor gate below
Haytor is reached, the driver politely asks some of the

gentlemen to walk up the very steep bit at the corner of

the road, thus saving the horses. Below the tor, a long

pause is made at the Moorland Hotel, those who wish

to climb to the top quitting the coach, while the light-

ened vehicle takes the long steep pull upwards, and
awaits them on the top of the hill. < )lt we then go,

through Hemsworthy date, sometimes called White Gate,
and on the road below Rippon Tor toward- Buckland
Beacon. Descending again from our seats, we follow,

somewhat like " well-bred ducks, all in a row straight one
behind another," the moor path that skirts a wall, and
finally lead- us out upon the rock of the Beacon, whence

n enjoy the broad view spread at our fret : tin- valley
of the l( :• Eiolne and Buckland woods, the high land

\ une Head and Cater's Beam, stern and bare, Corndon
and Y.u [or to the right, and away in the distance the

oi l'i in- '-town. Down, down hill, over the tint, WC
nd to imd the coach awaiting u^ under the trees that
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shade the tiny village of Buckland-in-the-Moor, the driver

having taken advantage of the ramble to get down the

steep, stony road. The charm of the Dartmoor border-

land lies in its contrasts. From barren rocky hills we
suddenly reach deep woodlands, and the shade is especially

refreshing after the glare of the open moor. The horses

pause on the tiny bridge to allow a glance at the gems of

thatched cottages, with their gardens full of ferns and
fuchsias ; the bridge crosses a little stream that finds its

way into the Dart.

Facing us is a hill like the side of a house, with the road

so narrow that the groom goes on ahead to see if the way
is clear ; the gentlemen are asked to walk, the driver

flourishes his whip, and whistles to cheer the horses, and
the gallant four take the hill at a gallop in a fashion simply

marvellous.

This brings us up to the higher lodge of Buckland Court,

opening into the celebrated drives. We stop—the horses

deserve breathing time ! Those wTho care to do so may
enter the quaint little church which has recently been
restored. It contains a fine Xorman font, and on the back
of the screen are large panel paintings of unusual style.

Fine encaustic tiles of the fifteenth century, discovered

during restoration, are placed near the tower arch. Some
of the party will probably afterwards prefer to walk down
the steep hill that winds under the trees to the Dart.

There is a pause of an hour at Newbridge, the horses are

taken out for a well-earned rest, while the excursionists

disperse to amuse themselves as they please. Some walk
through Holne Chase, with the intention of picking the

coach up again at the other side of the woods ; others

linger by the river, lunch, chat, sketch, or take photographs,
until it is time to take seats again and drive through the

woods. Holne Chase Hill is long and steep, the road very
good, and apt after dry weather to be like an iron slide.

There are three brakes on the coach, and a rope lashed
round the wheels as well, to keep all back ; and down we
go, round turnings, until Holne Bridge is reached, assuredly

the very loveliest of all the many bridges on the borders
of Dartmoor. When this worst part of the trip is over,
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we quietly trot into Ashburton, taking the way back
through Bickington, the team going as gaily as if they had
started fresh, and everybody ready for the generous spread
in the shape of a meat tea which awaits us at the Dolphin.

The Holne drive is one of the best to take, because
Buckland woods are subjected to so many restrictions

;

but for the tourist who wants to see the moor, and prefers

taking a coach drive to the more arduous effort of footing

it, and who can, perhaps, only make one such excursion,

I would say, go to Widecombe (the " Widdecombe in the

Moor " of the maps) and Grimspound, a round of thirty

miles, affording most extensive views of Dartmoor.
Beginning again with the Haytor road, the coach passes

through Hemsworthy Gate and descends Widecombe Hill.

I counsel the nervous to insist upon walking down Wide-
combe Hill, for it is so steep that one expects to be over-

turned every moment ; and the bottom of the descent is

nowhere visible. An hour's halt in the village gives plenty
of time for seeing the church, and lunching at the quaint
little inn.

From Widecombe the coach runs for a little while
through lanes, curving into the valley which lies beyond
Hamildon, the great hill to the west of the valley of Wide-
combe. The drive is through a mixture of wild country
and fertile pasture land often met with on the borders of

Dartmoor. We make our way on to Bittleford Down,
and the cultivation vanishes, wild moor spreading on
either side cut by brawling streams. The road above
Grendon Bridge was formerly a private one, that is to say,

it was made by the owner of Cator Court, and not by the

local authorities. The latter, however, took it over some
years ago. Some of the party will perhaps prefer to use

the -hort cut, while the coach clambers up a very steep
rough hill.

Bui those who have stayed on the coach have the ad-

vanta tting .1 \<t further view into Dartmoor, and
on a clear day it is possible to -re beyond Princetown.
Pi< king up our p.; we climb towards ( rrimspound,
which i- not actually visible from the road, bu1 rises into

sighl Ik over tin- moor. Reaching tin- ancient hut
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settlement, Challacombe avenues stand up white and
erect on the ridge opposite. The driver generally acts as

guide, and after taking the party through Grimspound,
leads them over the corner of Hookney Tor, to rejoin the

coach at the top of the hill.

For the next two miles or so the coach crosses the wild

hilly road that stretches over the centre of the moor, and
veering off at Beetor Cross passes along the lanes that

thread the country above Manaton, going through the

village by Becky (or Becka) Falls, and so back into Bovey.
It is a wonderful bit of work for the horses, and one is glad

to know that as soon as they get in they have a mash with

a bottle of gin in it ; the drivers at the Dolphin have tried

many " pick-me-ups " for the teams after this tremendous
effort, finding gin the best of all.

I take it for granted, however, that you are coming over

some parts of Dartmoor with me on foot, which is the only

way of really seeing the country. We shall find our roads

well provided with signposts, a fortunate circumstance,

since in these lonely localities you may walk for miles

without meeting a soul of whom you can ask the way.
You will observe that the moorland signpost is in many
cases a good stout shaft, with the names painted down the

sides. Formerly in places a stone with the initials of some
border town served as a way-mark and a few of these still

remain ; but the traveller must know what the letters

signify to avail himself of them.
Passing over the level crossing below Bovey station, the

road goes for four miles up the hill to Haytor. On the

way, near where a brook babbles across the road, the

remains of a granite track are to be seen. It looks ancient,

but it is really the Granite Railway, already mentioned,
one of the many speculations that have failed on stony

Dartmoor.
A moor gate closes the top of the road

;
you will find

them in many places : they are put to prevent the cattle

from straying. The twin rocks of Haytor now rise boldly

before us ; it is a fine tor, and might really not be ill-named

a " tower," which is no doubt the derivation of the word
" tor."
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Haytor Rock is in the parish of Ilsington. The village

lies two miles below, and is worthy of a few words of

mention. The little place is hardly more than a cluster

of pretty thatched cottages grouped round a fourteenth-

century church, built of granite with the familiar sturdy

tower.

Inside there is a beautiful screen, though unfortunately

the painted panels have perished. The special interest of

the church is the unusual roof, the corbels of the nave ter-

minating with image tabernacles, each of which still shows
its carved saint ; while beautiful and perfect carvings

decorate the bosses above. Epitaph hunters must look

at a tomb outside the south wall, on which a curious Latin

chronogram combines a prayer for the dead man, with the

date of his death. Ruins of some earlier building be-

longing to the church stand in the churchyard. In Ilsing-

ton parish was born John Ford, a seventeenth-century

dramatist. He was one of the Fords of Bagtor near by.

Bagtor is one of the prettiest places in the parish, and
either here or in the village, accommodation is to be had,

where those who enjoy being buried in the country will

find themselves among the most delightful surroundings

of wood and stream and breezy moorland, replete with

interest for the artist, archaeologist, and angler. I may
add that Ilsington is to be reached best from Newton,
though the nearest stations would be Heathfield, or Bovey
Tracey.

The little group of cottages, near a disused mint' where
formerly magnetic iron ore was worked, is known as Haytor
village, and afforded the only accommodation for tourists

until this century, when the popularity of this locality led

to the erection of The Moorland Hotel (just below Haytor
Rock) and the Haytor Rock Houl (on the road to Ilsington).

No one has seen Haytor who has no! climbed the rock,

so we used to be told ; there are steps cul and furnished

with a hand-rail. Ii it is at all windy the top is a very

y pla< e indeed, and we must look out for our hats I

Now you can see the Dartmoor hills rolling away before

you, belt beyond belt of undulating tableland. In the

valley beyond the one immediately below us to th<
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lies Widecombe-in-the-Moor, with Hamildon behind it.

Down that valley a tract of fertility fills the hollow to

Leusdon ; on the left beyond it are the woods of Holne
Chase, Buckland Drives, with Buckland Beacon. The
conical eminence conspicuous in the south is Brent Hill.

Ugborough Beacon stands beyond again, with Three
Barrows. Far away to the north-west, is Cawsand Beacon,
which used to dispute height with Yes Tor.

Looking close at hand we see every ridge is topped with
rock or tor of more or less importance. Hound Tor, on
the north, is a fine group of rocks ; it can be singled out
from among the wild clatter on the hillside. Its name
recalls to us the legends of the Wild Huntsman and the
Wisht Hounds, who howl and hunt over the Moor on
winter nights. To the west of Hound Tor is another
irregular group known by the quaint name of " Honey-
bag " Tor.

It is a wide picture, the dim distance melting into thin

air, until you cannot tell whether the farthest line is cloud
or moor. Odd patches of fertility break into it ; smiling

townlets lie in the hollows in the lowlands ; the graceful

Perpendicular towers characteristic of Devon cut the air.

Groups of shaggy cattle and ponies nestle under the rocks
for shade if the day is hot ; the little Dartmoor sheep are

scarcely distinguishable from the granite clatter.

Humanity is as much belittled as the animals : picnic

parties and excursionists come up to Haytor, and are lost

to view among the boulders ; their laughter and chatter

ring as harmlessly in the air as the bird-cries ; it is im-
possible to vulgarise the moor.
The " little rock " of Haytor, which near at hand seems

the bigger of the two, can also be ascended ; but it is

difficult and the descent is still more so.

Crossing the moor, coming perchance upon the end of

that luckless Granite Railway, now transformed by kindly
Dame Nature into a pretty little pool, we pass Saddle Tor
on the left, and go through Hemsworthy Gate. Here, on
the right, close under the wall, you may make your first

acquaintance with a hut circle—there is one left, perhaps
a relic out of many destroyed in putting up the wall ; this
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is still very clear, with the stones all left in position—and
having satisfied our curiosity over it, we can turn to the

left for Rippon Tor.

Only a cairn tops the summit of the clatter, but a long

rock to the south-west of it attracts attention. This is

the Rippon Tor logan rock, which has unfortunately be-

come jammed, and logs no longer.

The story of " Widecombe Fair " is one of the quaintest

of the Songs of the West, collected by the Rev. S. Baring

Gould, and the best known of them all among the Devon
folk ; indeed, it has been termed the Devonshire National

Anthem. It tells the tale of how Jan Pearce's grey mare
was borrowed by a friend,

For I wants to go to Widecombe F ;.ir.

With Bill Brewer, Jan Stewer, Peter Gurney, Peter Davy,
Dan'l Whiddon, Ham' Hawk,

Old Uncle Tom Cobleigh, and all.

But as neither the mare nor the party returned, Jan went
to look after them, and

—

When 'e got to the top o' the hill,

'E see'd his old mare a-making of her will.

For the poor old mare " her took sick, and her died,"

and when you get to the top of the hill you won't wonder !

For steep and bad and stony is the way to Widecombe,
long down, and oh, so long up again ! But you want to

stand in Dartmoor, so we will descend the hill.

Widecombe Church has been justly named the cathedra]

of the moor ; no one sees without astonishment tli

of the building and the height of the tower of tin- ol

village church, where a mere handful of houses cluster in

the valley through which the Webburn flows towards the

Dart. It has been suggested that at tin- date it was built

the tinners on the moor wen- numerous enough to give
Hon- to tlir i lnuvh. Mr. Wm. Crossing

however, that there i- no ii. « cl to suppose such to

have been thi He reminds us that Widecombe
church was tin- church to which tor centuries the holders

of the an- ii-nt I •
| tenements in the valleys of the I
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Dart and Walla Brook resorted, and that the parish of

Widecombe is very extensive. He admits, however, that

the tinners may have contributed to the erection of the

tower. The tower of Widecombe, is said to have been
erected as a thank-offering by some of these miners. It

is Late Perpendicular, as also are the aisles ; the eastern

part is t a 1 Her.

The top of the screen at Widecombe has been destroyed,

Photog [Blauif

THE LOGAN STONE: RIPPON TOR.

but the painted panels along the bottom are left, each
with the figure of a saint upcn it, and the curious who
stud}- them will find them not difficult to name from their

emblems. Widecombe is rich in crosses : there is one in

the churchyard, another in the vicarage garden ; and two
or three smaller ones, more or less damaged, in the church
leaning against the screen.

These last were old pinnacles from the tower. Close to

the lych-gate stands the picturesque Church House, the

yew tree in front of it growing upon the base of the village
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cross. Opposite is the little Inn, which has expanded into

a luncheon and tea room at the back, to accommodate the

many excursionists who find their way into Widecombe.
Hard by is the forge, behind which is a pretty well, that

makes a charming picture ; and there is of course a rip-

pling stream brawling through the valley, without which
no Dartmoor scene would be complete. Farther on are

more cottages and the Post Office, and that completes the

village of Widecombe.
Widecombe Fair still takes place, a sheep fair held on

the second Tuesday in September, and then Widecombe
is a very stirring place indeed ; and " you may see some
proper ship (sheep) there," as an old farmer once said

to me. They are mostly ruddled, that is, marked with a

red colouring ; and, in pens, they fill up the green all

round the church, where they stand and bleat until they

are sold and driven off over the moor. In the inn there

is a grand lunch of cold meats to be had, and you may
hear the finest Devonshire imaginable talked all round
you ; and if you belong to the county your tongue slips

into the dialect quite naturally. You will most certainly

meet " Bill Brewer, Jan Stewer, Peter Gurney, Peter Davy,
Dan'l Whiddon, Harry Hawk, old Uncle Tom Cobleigh,

and all "
; ay, and recognise them too, with the grey mare

herself.

Widecombe on a summer's day does not, however,

suggest its evil repute as the haunt of his Satanic Majesty.
" What do you know about your ghostly enemy ?

" asked

the west-country parson in Sunday-school. " Please, sir,

he lives to Widecombe," came the prompt reply.

From the bitter cold of the winter fog and snow, from

the wild winds thai sweep down the valley, and howling
round Bel] Tor and Hound Tor, echo the yell of the Wisht
hounds, has Widecombe earned it- reputation. The story

of the great storm everywhere repeated keeps this notoriety

alive.

In October, [638, on a Sun. lav when all the folk were
in church, the tower was struck, it shows marks of the

rents to this day the lightning injuring many of th<

Mon while a storm of nevei >tten awfulness
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swept over the valley. A long rude poem painted on

boards, and now placed in the tower, tells of the marvels

of this storm, its ravages, and of the very miraculous

escapes of many of the people.

The verses were written by the village schoolmaster,

Richard Hill, who was related to one of the victims of the

storm.

Local legend has minute particulars to account for this

fearful thunderstorm. At Poundsgate, near Leusdon, an

old woman who happened to be at home that morning saw

a man ride up on a coal-black horse. He inquired the way
to Widecombe and asked for a drink. This she gave him,

and the awful identity of the stranger was revealed by the

liquor hissing as it went down his throat ! She fled with

a scream, and the Evil One galloped all the way to Wide-

combe. Here everyone was in church, but, alas ! a member
of the congregation was alseep. This gave the devil his

opportunity : he snatched up the culprit and flew with

him through the roof of the church tower, vanishing with

his victim on the wings of a storm so terrific, that it has

never been forgotten.

Some say that the soul of the sleeper was due that day

to the devil, who came to fetch him and caught him nap-

ping.

There are several roads out of Widecombe, without much
to choose between them as regards steepness and stones.

To reach the centre of the moor, we go southward to

Dartmeet. On the way the Webburn is crossed at Pons-

worthy, a lovely little hamlet, a gem in this rough moor-

land setting, its few thatched cottages gay in summer with

blossom, and the brawling Webburn tearing downwards
under the bridge to the Dart. A mile to the east Leusdon
Church stands on the hillside, facing one of the loveliest

views imaginable over Buckland woods, whence the Dart

and WT

ebburn, both invisible, send wild voices upwards.

Eastwards, the ancient tower of Buckland Church

appears through the trees, it seems but a stone's throw

away, but between us and it is the great gorge cleft by the

Webburn, with no bridge save at Ponsworthy and in

Buckland Woods.
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Leusdon Church was built and endowed in 1863 by Mrs.

Larpent to whose memory a granite cross has lately been
erected near the church.

A beautiful walk can be taken by quitting Widecombe
by the road on the north-east, which winds up the hill

towards Bell Tor, and so reach the road running to Manaton.
A walk of about three miles will bring us to that part of

Hayne Down, on which the strange rock figure, Bohemian's
Nose, stands conspicuous against the sky. It is not sur-

prising that past antiquaries have regarded this piece of

natural formation as a rock idol. We like to keep our
Bowerman as a personality, and feel hardly grateful,

therefore, to modern learning, which comes down upon us
and says we have ignorantly corrupted the Celtic name of

Vawr Maen, the Great Stone.

Westward of this is the Ashburton and Chagford road,

by the side of which is Jay's grave. Jay was a young
woman who, many years ago, hanged herself at Cannon
Farm, and it is said was buried here in a suicide's grave.

Manaton is a typical English village. There is the green,

surrounded with trees, where the geese feed, the thatched
cottages, the church under the hill, and near it the church
house, where you may lodge under a roof that has shel-

tered many celebrities ; but the rugged rocks of Manaton
Tor, just behind the church, give it an unmistakable local

character.

In the church the saints on the carved screen have been
sadly mutilated, their faces having been scored through
with a chisel by some barbaric hand ; the cross, to<

taken away by one of the rectors, in a spirit of mistaken
i

hallowing the Bovey road below Manaton, we soon
reach Becky Falls. -The stream runs through the woods.

and dashes over granite boulders ; there is of course the

inevitable mill leat above it, and in summer, when the

water is drawn away for the mill, Becky Falls present the

appearance of a fall of m< among wliich flash

mere glimmerings of water. Bui in autumn the stream
dashes merrily downwards, splashing under the

which take the loveliest tints, all along the will .
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What a beautiful gorge it is, this valley of the Becky !

Leaving the falls, we emerge upon the Terrace, a road made
during modern times, and one of the finest in the county.

It crosses Trendlebere and Reddiford Downs, and from it

you look up the valley, with the woods filling all the hollow

until the crags of Lustleigh Cleave take the place of trees.

Through the Cleave runs the Bovey, passing under Hor-
sham Steps.

The turning to the left, at the foot of the Terrace, leads

to Lustleigh. Lustleigh is only on the border of the moor,
but it would be a pity not to pay a short visit to this unique
Devonshire village ; in few localities will you see so much
granite. One would imagine that giants from Lustleigh

Cleave had amused themselves with throwing rocks all

over the place. There is granite in the gardens, granite

in the fields, rocks crop up in the middle of the village, and
seem strewn in every direction. The church stands in the

middle of the village, which, from the picturesque point

of view, has been rather overbuilt with new houses, for

Lustleigh has a well-deserved popularity.

Nothing can spoil the Cleave, where the granite, piled

up like giants' castles, crowns the gorge, and is spread all

the way to the stream below. On the east side is the

Nutcracker Rock, a logan, whose name tells its popular
use, and scattered nutshells show the place, though, owing
to the growth of the bracken, it has somewhat lost it^

powers.

Lustleigh Church is extremely interesting. On the

threshold of the south porch (covered with a mat for pro-

tection) is an ancient Romano British stone, inscribed with

a name that has been read Cati.'idoc Conrino.

The font is Norman, circular, with cable twist orna-

ment ; one window, north-east, has been filled with ancient

Mid on the same side under <»u<»' arches, are the re-

cumbent effigies of a knight and ladj : a third figure is in

the transept, that of Sir William Prouz, of Gidleigh, near

ford : the knight's armour date- this monument a-

of the fourteenth century. The screen here is particularly

fine and remarkable for having carved figures on the

panels Instead of paintings, fhese figures, apparently
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clerical, wear Elizabethan costume, and many details in

the carving show Renaissance designs, the whole screen

being possibly post-Reformation in date.

Just above Lustleigh station, in the hedge, is a massive
stone, on which a coat-of-arms can be made out, believed

to be the arms of Bishop Grandisson : it is called the

Bishop's Stone, and is thought by some to have been the

base of a cross. Tradition says that the bishop once dined
upon it when visiting Lustleigh.



CHAPTER III.

FROM MORETONHAMPSTEAD INTO
THE MOOR.

Moreton — Fingle Bridge — Bradmere Pool — Drewsteign-

ton Cromlech — North Bovey — Easdon — Gritnspound
— Hookney Tor — Hamcl Down — Vitifer — Bennet's

Cross — Warren House — Post Bridge.

MORETONHAMPSTEAD is the terminus of the

branch line from Newton. As the train creeps

upwards from Lustleigh the engineering work
in making the line must be a source of wonder to the

traveller. For some distance a wall of granite rises sheer

on either side ; the surroundings are wild and picturesque
;

and when the train stops in the valley, the town is yet

above the station.

The town needs but little remark. At the White Hart
Hotel the coaches stop which take excursionists from
Moreton to Postbridge, Two Bridges, and Princetown,

whence they can reach Tavistock. They run from June
to September, and will carry a bag or some small amount
of luggage, but do not undertake i«> convey heavy boxes

over the moor. On the east side «»!' the town stands the

church, with a row of picture venteenth-century

almshouses beyond it. Close t<. the gate was the

tree,- immortalised .i> the Dancing Tree by Mr. Blackmore
in Christowell, which supported a platform whereon in

vi* itoi - i" Moreton and othei - used I

il [ regret to say thai th i familiar a feature

oi Moretonhampstead was blown down and entirel]

ptember cotl
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The head of the Market Cross still remains on the base,

just as it stood at the foot of the old tree, now very inade-

quately represented by a youthful copper beech.

Fingle Bridge, though not on Dartmoor, is one of the

beauties of Devon, and no one must omit seeing it. It is

about four miles from Moreton, and the road thither leads

through the finest piece of the gorge of the Teign. Leaving
Moreton by the Chagford road, a signpost on the top of

the hill points the way. After some further uphill walking

and through a field gate, we reach Cranbrook Castle on
the hill-top, an ancient camp, perhaps British. The lofty

height opposite is Prestonbury Castle, where there is

another camp. The descent is one of the steepest in

Devon, three-quarters of a mile down to the river, with
lovely woods on either side, and everywhere breaks and
peeps of that splendid gorge, while in summer the colouring

of grey rock, greenwood, and purple heather is past de-

scription. Part way down you see the gorge to perfection,

the hills lacing like a plait, or like interwoven fingers. At
the foot of the hill a quaint old bridge spans the river,

narrow, with recesses for the shelter of foot passengers who
may meet anything on the way. Below, the river splashes

and sings among the stones, and the banks are lovely, no
matter which way you turn, Prestonbury coming down
precipitously to the water's edge. In sheltered nooks the

osmunda grows, out of sight of the (one regrets to say)

frequently despoiling tourist.

Crossing the bridge and ascending an equally steep hill

we reach Drewsteignton, once asserted to be " the Druid's

town on the Teign," where the " Druid's Arms " hung out

its sign accordingly. Now the Druid has vanished and
given place to the " Drew Arms " of the Devonshire family

descended from Drogo de Teign who owned the manor
(and gave his name to the place) soon after the Conquest.
The picturesque grouping of the cottages around the bold

granite church on the hill-top will delight any artist, and
the breezy situation will commend it to those in search of

fresh air. Besides the inn, there is accommodation at the

Post Office, ami tin- locality abounds in beautiful rambles
by moorland or river.
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Following the western road out of the village, and
threading the winding lanes, two miles or so will bring us
to the Spinsters' Rock, the only standing cromlech in

Devon—unless the so-called chair at Dunnabridge Pound
be one—and Bradford Pool.

I mention the latter first, for the cromlech is in the
corner of a field, and very difficult to see from the road,
while the pool is visible among the woods on the right, and
exactly opposite to the cromlech.

Bradford Pool (or Bradmere) is a lakelet, formed by the
filling up of an old mine adit, and affords some of the best

carp fishing in England. You will not cavil at its size or

origin as you rest under the trees on the bank, watch the
heron fly across, and hear the laugh of the wood-pecker
among the boughs. Then we cross the road, find the gate
and the cromlech. The story runs that three spinsters

raised this one morning before breakfast, pov.r passer le

temps. Pmergetic dames they must have been, and as

there are four stones, one of them must have carried

two.

It is a small cromlech, but that is hardly surprising under
the circumstances. In 1862 it fell down owing to sub-

sidence of the soil, but was carefully re-erected. Beyond
the cromlech the lane comes into the high road for Oke-
hampton (to the right) or Chagford and Moretonhampstead
(to the left). A beautiful walk from Drewsteignton can
be taken across the moor on the south sicle of the village,

to a small rock known as Hunts (or Huntes) Tor. Thence
over a little bit of common to Sandypark whence the

fishing path beside the Teign may be followed to Rushford
Bridge and Chagford.

For a long day's excursion let us take the road from

Moretonhampstead to North Bovey it is just a mile to

the village, and on the way we shall pass Stumpy Cross
a wayside cross which has been roughly turned into a

signpost, and I il near it. North Bovey is a pretty
village lying at the foot of the hill, havin n, shaded
by beautiful trees, on which stands .1 cross plain and
simple, like all the Devon cross© they have not the

d( « oration oi those in Cornwall and Som
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In North Bovey there is a fine old house, with a deep porch,

over which is the date of 1738. The stream at the foot of

the village and the bridge over it are most picturesque.

At the top of the hill the road forks for Manaton, but our

way is to the right, and if we are on foot we can shorten it

by taking the next turning on the right again, ascending

Easdon Tor (i.e. East Down), which has long been dis-

cernible in the distance from the golden effect of the furze

and bents on its rock-strewn side. The highest stone is

the Whooping Rock, on which children with the whooping
cough were placed, under the impression that a sojourn

there among the sheep was good for the complaint.

There is a fine view up here : North Bovey, Manaton,
Bowerman's Nose, Honeybags, Haytor and his companions
to the south, Kes Tor, Watern Tor, and Cawsand north-

westwards, and range after range of dim blue hills in the

far west. The hill to the south-west is Hamel Down ; we
shall soon be ascending his steep side. Next is King Tor,

then Shapley Tor, the waste land to the north of it being

Shapley Common. Did we follow the road to the right,

we could re-enter the Princetown road at Beetor Cross,

perhaps seeing the Tavistock coach pass that way.
At Easdon Farm, which we reach as soon as we quit the

hill, Jacobean coins, an old jack knife, and apostle spoons

were found in the beams overhead, an account of which
was first piven by Mr. W. Pengelly, in the Transactions

of the Devonshire Association.

I have brought you to Easdon from Bovey in order to

take you to Grimspound, a prehistoric settlement on the

moor. Close by the house a lane runs downhill to Vogwell,

a farm in the valley. Thence you may follow a field path,

through private proper' v. by the plantations of larch,

rhododendrons, aivl young shrubs, remembering that the

farmer's eleventh commandment is
" Shut the gate."

It is not possible to miss the rough track that climbs the

hillside, torn into ruts by the farmers' carts. At the top

a cart track, more or less visible on the grass, continui 5 all

the way to Grimspound, half-a-mile away. If it is late in

the summer you will meet the farm people carrying their

vags. Each man has a right to so many, and they cut
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them in particular shapes that everyone may know his

own

.

If for a moment we deviate from our path, a typical bit

of Dartmoor bog lies close by. The emerald green patches
are treacherous sphagnum moss, and where the cleft begins
between the bosoms of the two hills there is a broad,
bright space dotted with marsh flowers and fringed with
pale pink heather. Here the brook rises, becoming in a
few yards a good-sized stream. The soil shakes as we
venture on the edge ; a stone thrown on the moss sinks
sullenly, and is lost to sight ; and we can guess why, in

giving us our directions, the moor folk were so emphatic
in telling us to keep up the hill to the right, away from the
mire.

Grimspound lies on the right below Hookney Tor, and
the moorman's information that " you can't see it till you
get there " is very true. The circle is just the colour of

the surrounding moor, and lies a little below the slope of

the hill ; the massive stones are much overgrown with
fern and heather. Enter and the mystery of the place
overwhelms you. One of the huts has been restored in

all but the roof, and railed in to keep off the cattle. ( hi

the north-east side a spring rises, known as Grimslake,
where the original builders may have got their water. The
vallum, when complete, afforded considerable defence to

the huts, some of which, with doorposts, still stand. Mr.
G. W. Ormerod gives the measurements of the enclosure
as 154 yards from north to south, 121 yards from east to

west, and 528 yards in circumference. The history of

Grimspound is lost in the mists of ages. Was it British,

or did the Norsemen, who may have come for tin, build

it as a defence against the inhabitants ? The discovery of

a bronze dagger in a barrow on 1 1.mid Down has been
thought to lend some colour to such a supposition, but
there is no direct evidence thai the Northmen ever visited

Dartmoor. Grimspound is the best known , 1 these ancient

walled settlements. There are a number oi others on the
moor, -on!.- of them quite as interesting, and a few perhaps
even more 50. The size of its wall, and of the stones com-

it, however, render the pound an important example.
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It is an easy climb to the top of Hookney Tor, whence
a very perfect view of the hut circles is afforded. The gaps

and clefts in the moor close bv are the workings of Vitifer

Mine.

Valley

The road is seen below running down the Webburn

Photograph THE SPINSTERS' ROCK.

A Prehistoric Dartmoor Antiquity.

[Blampey & Son.

It is rather amusing to watch the coach stop and dis-

gorge its passengers. What many of them expect to see

in such a place may be guessed by the address of a letter

I was shown a little while ago :

—

Easdon Farm, Grimspound, Dartmoor.

Cyclists will find a more direct road to Grimspound by
following the Princetown road from Moretonhampstead,
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and taking the second turning to the right after reaching
Beetor Cross.

By walking across Hamel Down in a direction south-
ward from Hamildon Tor, we ma}7 find a rude cross on
the top of the hill. One arm has gone, and the lettering,
" H.C., D.S., 1854," according to Crossing, stands for the

name of Hamildon Cross and the Duke of Somerset. Some
distance farther on are several barrows. All this is very
high ground, and stag's horn moss grows under the whortle-

berry bushes.

Returning to Grimspound, which we cannot see too
often, and standing within its wall, with Hookney Tor on
the right, we look straight across (i.e. due west) to the

saddle of Challacombe Down, and perceive on the edge
and crossing the ridge a row of stones that always seem
to me to bear an odd resemblance to a number of men,
whose backs, each bent with a burden, stoop forward as

they laboriously climb the hill. These are the stones of

Challacombe avenue, a triple row, which has a rather

interesting history.

Rowe writes in the Perambulation '—
On the saddle of Challacombe Down, we shall cross, with

Grimspound immediately opposite, at right angles, an im-
portant parallellithon, or stone avenue, running north and
south, much wider than those at Longstone and Merrivale,

although the stones are of the same size and character. Hut
unlike those, the Challacombe avenue has a third line of stones,

so that instead of a single aisle, a double one is formed. The
line of avenue may be traced clearly to the extent of eighty
yards.

Now, if we scramble (and a considerable scramble it is

—

much farther than it looks) down, the slope below Grims-

pound and up the side of Challacombe Down, we -hall

come upon tins avenue, the stones <>f which have been
re-erected during recent years. It was first noticed by
Mr. John Prideaux in 1

rly all the stones were there when the restoration

:i« « ted, prone on tin- moor, overgrown by fern ami

heather. You will observe how white and clean they l«><>k,

bavin ed from their burial place free from those
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particles of dust and lichen which have darkened the more

exposed stones.

Before reaching the road we pass a religious symbol

standing on the turf, Bennett's Cross, the rudest of crosses,

giving the impression that those who raised it used a stone

as suitable to the purpose as they could find without

attempting too much shaping on the hard granite.

Once more we have gained the Moreton and Princetown

road. The little house close by is Newhouse, or the

Warren House Inn, the second of its name. The first

house stood on the other side of the road, and here Cros-

sing places the scene of the " salting-in " story, related by
Mrs. Bray, who, however, gives no locality. If you have

ever been near the spot, you will have heard this tale of

the traveller who on a wild, wintry night, sought shelter

in a rough, lonely house, where the people, though kindly,

were not attractive characters. A large chest in his room
roused his curiosity. He opened it, and found a corpse !

Horror-struck, he remained awake all night. Finding

himself alive in the morning, he ventured to inquire who
the dead man might be. " Tis only feyther," replied the

host. " Twas too cold to take 'un to the buryin', so

mother salted 'un down." I have given the story as

briefly as may be. Mrs. Bray tells it admirably ; and

after "reading her narrative one dares not rush in on classic

ground. •

Another mile along the road, and then we are startled

on looking down Merripit Hill to see below a flourishing

colony—houses, chapels, schools, and a temperance hotel.

This is the hamlet of Post Bridge, and you will probably

wish it away, that the old cyclopean bridge might stand, as

of yore, alone in its grandeur in the very heart of the moor.

The buttresses and piers of Post Bridge are built ol

granite, and support slabs of stone spanning the three

openings. Two of the slabs are over fifteen feet Long by

about six and a half wide and proportionately deep. Did

they fall, what a pother of cranes, and machinery we
should have^putting them up again! Post Bridge maki

twentieth century civilisation seem very small indeed

fhese bridges, which are termed dappers, are uumei
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on and around the moor, though the one at Post Bridge
is by far the finest example. They are usually in the line

of old pack-horse tracks, or of tracks leading to farms.

Another bridge carries the road over the river.

At Post Bridge we have our first view of the East Dart,

already a considerable river, which joins the West Dart
at Dartmeet, four or five miles distant.

If you stay at Post Bridge, and have any quantity of

luggage, you must either post from Moreton or from
Princctown, or you can write to the Post Office, Post
Bridge, for conveyance, as there, is no regular communi-
cation over the moor, except the coach, which does not
undertake to cany a large quantity of luggage.

We have now reached the " Heart of the Moor." Close

by is beautiful Believer Tor ; and before we seek it we
may find Lakehead Kist Vaen on the hill side. Just
below Bellaford Bridge is another clapper bridge, re-

sembling Post Bridge but with the central stone missing.

A long rambling walk by lanes and commons eventually
leads into Widecombe ; and has the advantage of avoiding
the high road with its constant stream of motors and
tourist vehicles.



CHAPTER IV.

WALKS FROM CHAGFORD.

Chagford — Holy Street Mill — Cross — Puggie Stone —
Leigh Bridge — Gidleigh — Antiquities on the Teign
— Scorhitl Circle — Castor — Fernworthy — Grey
Wethers — Cranmere Pool — Waiern Tor — Cawsand
Beacon — Belstone.

LITTLE Chagford might justly consider itself the most
popular place on the borders of the moor. Hither

come large numbers of visitors who are seeking

change of air from the more relaxing towns, and find

pleasant quarters at the hotels and apartment houses, or

in the farms and houses close by.

Its winter climate has been summed up in the distich

Chaggyvord—
Good Lord !

But I have heard those who have wintered there declare

this to be a libel.

There is so much to be seen in the neighbourhood, that

I strongly counsel a sojourn of at least two or three days
at Chagford, which is considered by many the prettiest

and most interesting centre on the borders of the moor.
It is four miles from Moretonhampstead ; a motor omnibus
meets the trains, and brings out visitors with their lug

at a moderate charge.

Chagford contains a large Perpendicular church ; a

quaint market place in the centre of the town ; and the

Three Crowns Hotel, of which Charles Kingsley wrote,
" Here I am at Chagford, in a beautiful old mullioned and
gabled Perpendicular inn." In the deep porch young
Sidney Godolphin, the Cavalier, was killed ; for Chagford,

together with many other places near Dartmoor, saw much
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fighting in the days of the Rebellion, and held out gallantly

against the Puritans.

Not far from the inn a modest window holds local photo-

graphs and fishing tackle, and bears over it the name
" Perrott, guide, etc." The Perrotts have been well-

known guides for years, and if you want to learn the way
about, you cannot do better than slip in and have a chat.

They will drive you within reach of everything worth
seeing on this side of the moor, accompany you afoot,

obtain ponies, or, with infinite good-nature, tell you the

best way to find places for yourself. If you are an angler

they know what flies the fish are now taking, the best

parts of the water ; and it is here you get the day fishing

tickets for the locality.

Visitors may be surprised to find this moorland town
lit with electric light, while many larger places are con-

tented with gas. Factory buildings where serge was once
made stand in the valley ; the mill stream and machinery
are now used for driving the dynamos.

Golf links are now added to the local attractions ; and
those who are spending a week-end holiday, or seeking a
Sunday rest during a tour, will find the hearty services in

the fine old parish church no inconsiderable addition to

the merits of Chagford.

For our first walk we will stroll down to the site of Holy
Street Mill, so well known pictorially. Time was when
an Academy Exhibition was never opened without at

least one picture of Holy Street Mill. It has now totally

disappeared, and the pictures alone preserve its tradi-

tional beauty. The old Tudor house close by i> H<>lv

Street House. Up the hill, a little way farther on, a

may be observed built into the left-hand side wall
;

this

was formerly Chagford market cross. Casual visitors seem
to have very odd notions about the old crosses and anti-

quities in such places. One day as 1 was sketching this

cross, a lady and gentleman passed me. " What on earth
1^ that put there lor :

" asked she. " I'm sure 1 don't
know what it means," he replied in an uninterested -<>rt

of t"iir.

Now we -hall >rr many < n fore \\«- have done with
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the moor, and though much of their original purpose may
have perished or been forgotten, I still think the old saying,

written in 1496, may be remembered when we see them :

—

For this reason ben Crosses by ye waye, that
whan folke passynge see the Crosses they sholde
thinke on Hym that deyed on the Cross and wor-
shyppe Hym obove all thynge.

As we continue the road uphill we shall see the Puggie,

Puckie, or Pixy Stone, in a field on the. right-hand side
;

a big granite rock, mossy and overgrown ; on the top is

a rock basin, but there is no possibility of getting up to it

without a ladder.

Leigh Bridge, at the foot of the hill, is one of the favourite

meets of the otter hounds, and as pretty a place as you can
find on the Teign. Gidleigh Park, marked " private," is

closed to those who would use it as a short cut. The river

Ph THE THREE CROWNS,

ndicular inn at Chagford
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dashes over stones, through thickets of rhododendrons,
and we linger on the rustic bridge, hardly able to tear our-

selves away from so much beauty.

If on leaving Chagford we turn to the right, instead of

going to Holy Street, we shall reach the hamlet of Mur-
chington, and thence find our way to Gidleigh, the most
infinitesimal of villages. One rarely sees any inhabitants,

though there are a cottage or two, a letter-box, and some
granite clothes-posts ; the last-named look as if they
might have upheld the lines for those ladies who erected

the Spinsters' Rock. The church has not only a granite

pulpit, but a granite lectern.

Near the church is Gidleigh Castle House, with the ruins

of the old castle in the garden. An ivy-mantled ruin is

all that remains of the stronghold of Prouze and Gidley
;

(for which they are said to have paid the rent of " One
red rose at Midsummer "—what a delightfully cheap
rent !)—a fourteenth-century tower, a vaulted chamber,
a crumbling stairway and a chamber above, where ash-

trees grow out of the wall. The last Gidley who resided

at Gidleigh died in 1770, and is buried in the church.
Creaber, above Gidleigh, or Teigncombe, on the very

top of the steep hill beyond Holy Street, are pleasant
places for a summer's holiday, with the advantage of

being on the very edge of the moor, instead of in the valley

below it. Creaber Pound is a large enclosure used at the

times of the " drifts "
; Hatworthy serves as a landmark,

the house being surrounded by a plantation of conifers,

visible for miles. On the ridge beyond, Watern Tor
stand- up boldly. Leaving Creaber and crossing Gidleigh

Common a rough road Leads over the moorland to the
brook, and on the right hand, as we descend, we shall see

Scorhill Circle, th< if ill the -tone circles on Dart-
moor, where the stones forming them are not very large,

and those who know the Cornish circles may be disap-
pointed. II. i\ oined it, we make our way to the
water side, and rea< h the 1 tapper bridge on tin- WaUabrook,
which • \ Dai tmoor picture -

familiar with \\ paintings will have *
again and again a in spanning the brawling
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brook, which here flows close to the Teign and presently

loses itself in that river. Just below the confluence and
on the left bank of the Teign, is the Tolmen—a large,

water-worn rock with a hole in it, through which the active

can squeeze themselves, though the attempt threatens a

drop into the water. It is easier for a man than a woman
;

but the moor folk sa}' you ought to get through the hole

for good luck.

Antiquities abound in this locality. Stone rows are

traceable on Shuffle Down, pointing towards Fernworthy,

where another is to be seen. Nearer Kes Tor are many
hut circles amid purple heather, yellow gorse and grey

granite.

Keeping upwards with the wall of Batworthy close on

our left, we pass Kes Tor, also on the left, and shall pre-

sently see Thornworthy Tor in front of us, and Fernworthy,

a farm in the valley below to the right. Here on the open

moor stands the menhir, known as the Longstone, or

Gidleigh Longstone. A very tall stone, it cannot be mis-

taken, for it stands in solitude on a turfy spot where hardly

any other rocks are seen.

Leaving Fernworthy for another day, we return to

Chagford, past Castor, stepping aside to climb it and to

examine the great rock basin on the top : the latter is

eight feet across, and two deep, and so often filled with

water that it has a railing round it to prevent the sheep

from falling in. It was discovered by the late Mr. G. W.
Ormerod, who found it full of turf. What a delight it

would have been to Mr. and Mrs. Bray with their Druidical

tenets. It is the largest rock basin on the moor, and

would have held sufficient water for the Lustrations of a

whole college of Druids.

Close to the roadside on the common, beyond Castor,

and in the neighbourhood of Teigncombe, is another hut

settlement plainly to be discerned, the largest circle oi

which is locally known as " Roundy-Poundy "— the

"round-pound*
1

those who are particular about their

English like to call it, but I doubt if this would convey

any sense ol the spot to "
I haj gyvoord volk."^

Fernworthy may be included in this ramble, but as it
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makes a rather lengthy excursion for one day, it would be

better to leave it for a further excursion, and go there by
the lanes from Chagford—a pleasant walk, and a very

possible cycle ride. The cycle could be left at the farm,

an old house with the date 1690 over the door. The people

there will at once direct you to the circle, which lies a little

way from the gate of the lane leading from the farmhouse.

The circle is mentioned in a paper written by the Rev.

Samuel Rowe, in 1830, who also noticed the remains of a

stone row to the south of it. Other rows were noticed near

it by Mr. G. W. Ormerod, in 1858, and pointing towards

the site of a dolmen, or cromlech, which he says bore the

name of the Three Boys.
From Fernworthy a further ramble towards Siddaford

Tor will take us to the Grey Wethers, two stone circles,

placed very near to each other, neither of them quite

complete. Those who have seen the Hurlers in Cornwall

will recognise a likeness. As you look at them from a

distance, you cannot fail to be struck with that resemblance

to sheep, which has earned them their name. Often I have
fancied I saw sheep in the hollow, and afterwards realised

that I was looking at Grey Wethers. Crossing refers to

them as having been the subject of a moorland practical

joke. A stranger was induced to purchase so many sheep,

and was then directed to find them below Siddaford Tor.

On reaching the spot and seeing only stones, he was jocosely

informed that these were the Grey Wethers he had bought.

Alas this local joke has no longer any point ! A too

generous and gracious patron has kindly " restored " the

grey wethers, and they now stand up like two little rings

of tombstones, all their former quaintness vanished.

Cranmere Pool is often visited from Chagford. From
fourteen to fifteen miles of hard walking must be expected,

which can only be partly avoided by taking moor ponies

for part of the distance. Before traversing the north-

western portion of the moor it is always well to ascertain that

the artillery from the camp at Okchampton are not firing.

But the adventurer who reaches Cranmere Pool may
claim to know something of what the northern part of the

forest is like. He will have seen not only some of its
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beauties, but many of its wildest and loneliest retreats.

Cranmere Pool, I will venture to assert, is the dreariest,

most untameable spot in England.
Believer Tor has been called the heart of the moor

;

Cranmere Pool is perhaps the heart of Devon, the source
of those rivers which are the life giving streams of the
county.

As there is no road, royal or otherwise, to the pathless

morass, you can but choose the way that seems most
practicable. Mr. Pago gives his route from Okehampton,
and one from that place is also given in Murray, as well as

one from the west side of the moor.
Mr. Crossing gives in his Guide to Dartmoor some seven-

teen routes, showing how to reach it from every point on
Dartmoor.
The following account of my own experience, when

walking from Chagford, will give some practical notion of

the excursion.

Leaving Chagford fairly early, we walked up the road
for Teigncombe Common and Kes Tor. Leaving the rock
on our left, we struck across the moor for YVatern Tor.

This was somewhat out of our way, but I have never
regretted the extra distance, as we had the pleasure of

making a personal acquaintance with this tor, which is

worth climbing.

Near the North Teign we came across some interesting

traces of the old tin streaming. The ascent of Watern Tor
is very steep. From a distance the rock has the appear-
ance of having a hole through it ; viewed more closely it

resolves itself into two piles, the lesser of which somewhat
resembles the Cornish Cheesewring.

Cultivation was left far behind ; all around we saw
nothing but rolling hills and heather. The day was won-
derfully fine and clear, so that our view extended right

into Cornwall, where we could see Crown Willy on Bodmin

The sides of the liill have in many places been dr.

bare by winter i<<' and -now th.it have scored the ^<>il off

the rocky surface. Cranmere lies south-west by west ol

Watern Tor and shaping our course along tin- base of the
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hill, progress became every moment more difficult. The
ground is rent into fissures in every direction by the ever

present moisture and frequent streams. From tussock to

tussock of heathery bent we had to leap, often going out

of the way to find some spot narrow enough to cross, the

soft black soil some depth below not looking inviting for

the feet. We were provided with iron-tipped alpenstocks

and it was an exceptionally dr} 7 summer. I presently grew
quite exhausted ; we knew the pool must be quite close

to us, yet could not find it. My companion proposed that

I should rest while he made a further cast round for the

place. Tying a handkerchief to my alpenstock and setting

it up as a landmark, he left me.
I shall never forget my impression of the utter loneliness

that seemed to gather over the moor—as far as I could see

only dark swampy soil ; the very heather seemed no
colour in that dreary hollow. I could see no distance, and
the great tors seemed to shut me in. A desperate wish to

get up and run away seized me, yet I dared not stir for

fear my companion should lose me altogether ; and how
long he seemed gone !

My anticipations of being lost were not altogether un-

founded, for after lighting upon the pool he failed for some
time to find his way back to the point where he had left

me, so vast and trackless is the spot.

Fortunately one cannot fail to recognise Cranmere Pool
when once there. Many years ago the late Mr. James
Perrott thoughtfully built a tiny cairn in the middle of the

hollow, and put a tin pot there, into which the adventurer
slipped his name and address. Of late years the cairn has
been improved, and the spot made more evident. Picture

post-cards, duly stamped, are now " posted " at Cranmere
Pool, the next batch of visitors removing and posting them
at the nearest post office. The bottom of the pool consists

of peat, and is seldom covered with any great depth of

water. The whole locality is the " urn " of the moor, as

Carrington calls it, where several rivers have their birth.

The East Dart, the West Okement, and the Taw, take
their rise in the neighbourhood of the pool. The Kneesets
are to the west and south-west ; Watern Tor, east by
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north ; Siddaford (or Sittaford) Tor, south-east ; Yes Tor,

north by west ; and Cawsand, north-east. But these are

not all in sight.

To continue our excursion, we rested some time on the

edge of the pool, and then made our way back by Sidda-

ford Tor, which proved an easy climb ; we looked down
at the Grey Wethers, found our way across to the cairn on
Long Ridge, and accomplished our walk home with less

fatigue than on the outward journey.

The purple eminence of Cawsand* Beacon usually tempts
the visitor to try the ascent, and as we shall now be think-

ing of moving our centre from Chagford to Okehampton,
I am going to suggest that you should walk to the latter

over Cawsand. It is about ten miles by the road, but we
shall go over the moor.
Taking the road through Gidleigh, and skirting the moor,

we shall see, when about a mile west of Throwleigh Church,
some hut circles by the roadside. Throwleigh, though
larger than Gidleigh, is hardly more important, but that

it finds popularity among visitors to the moor is proved
by the erection in recent years of bungalows, all of which
are occupied during the summer. We can turn off the

road near these circles, and make for the hill, and after

crossing a beautiful stream that flows into the Teign, and
following its gorge a little way, a miry spot suddenly con-

fronts us. Cradled in the bosom of the mountains is a

spot of smooth greenness, where appears no water at all.

Here and there a point of yet brighter green marks the

surface, islets of treacherous bog moss ; the soft soil under-

foot sobs, and oozes, and trickles whichever way you tread

while pursuing a zigzag course to get away from the mire.

About three parts of a mile southward of this is a much
mire known as Raybarrow Pool, but by keeping to

the north after leaving the little stream the miry place may
be avoided.

For -Mine time Cawsand, with its elevation of [,799 feet,

considered the highest point on Dartmoor. Y<

is now known to reach the altitude of 2,028 feet ; DUl it

*
I :i."
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lost its distinction during the last Ordnance survey, High
Willhays proving eleven feet the better of its lofty neigh-

bour.

Cawsand has been the site of prehistoric dwellings, but
it is a wet place either for the living or the dead. We learn,

however, from Mr. Baring Gould's novel John Herring,

Photograph) impey&Son.

INSCRIBED STONE, STICKLEPATH.

that it was the residence of the Cobbledicks, a remarkable
family who lived in barrels, and though they have found
their way into fiction, are said to have really existed on,

or near, the moor. There is a cairn on the top of the hill

(which, by the time we have climbed it, we shall be quite

ready to call a mountain) whence we get a fine view of Yes
Tor, Mill Tor, Rough Tor, High Willhays and a distance

that widens away far into Cornwall. The gorge of the Taw
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is below us, and on the ridge above it is Belstone Tor,

which from this elevation looks no size at all.

From Cawsand we descend upon Belstone, a pleasant

Dartmoor village, where the uncultivated land comes up
to the cottage doors, out of which you have but to step

to find the most delightful wild rambling ground in every

direction. The East Okement flows down the hollow

known as Belstone West Cleave. Belstone Tor is easily

climbed, and beyond it, not far from an artillery flag staff,

is the stone circle, known as the Nine Stones—in reality

there are seventeen. Legend asserts that they—just as

the Merry Maidens near Penzance—were individuals turned

into stones for dancing on Sunday but they have not yet

finished their dance, for they may be seen to move every

day at noon. This may be accounted for by the effect of

those
Tremulous vapours of dim noontide

which on hot summer days rise over the moor.
The river can be crossed on stepping stones at the ancient

Chapel Ford, under Halstock Woods ; on the hill above
them once stood the chapel of St. Michael. From here,

down to the stone viaduct of Fatherford the surroundings

are extremely beautiful, but the ground very boggy,

needing careful walking. In course of time the scramble

will bring us to Okehampton by the station road ; though

if it is our intention to visit this last named place we shall

wish to reach it in some more conventional way.

Belstone is situated between the East Okement and the

Taw, and when the ridge is crossed, we descend upon the

latter river. A very pretty walk along its banks through

Belstone Cleave Leads to Sticklepath, one of the most de-

lightful villages imaginable. A- we enter, we see the Lady
Well and inscribed stone on the hillside. A Large coton-

castcr draper the well, on the front of which i^ inscribed -

Lady Well
1 h ink and be thankful.

The inscribed stom t is just above it. It bears a Latin cross

on one side, .nid on another some curious twisted markings,

which have been described by Crossing.
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A pretty ivy-grown bridge crosses the Taw, a mill leat

falling like a cascade into the river near it. We will

ascend the hill towards South Zeal, for though this village

is off the moor, it is worth a visit.

South Zeal, with its grey stone houses, has a somewhat
stern appearance. The Oxenham Inn—see John Herring—
is another of the dcep-porched gabled hostelries one meets
in the west. In the centre of the village a tall slender cross,

which has been well restored, stands near the chapel of

St. Mary. The church is at South Tawton village, half a

mile away. We can return to Sticklepath by another road,

above the cross, or go back to Chagford through Throw-
leigh.



CHAPTER V.

OKEHAMPTON AND ITS NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD.

Okehampton — The Castle — Lady Howard — Fitzs Well —
Yes Tor — Meldon Viaduct — Sourton — Links Tor —
Lydford — Brent Tor — Tavy Cleave.

THERE are many advantages in approaching Dart-
moor from Okehampton. We can get there direct

from London by the London and South-Western
Railway. An omnibus from the town meets the trains.

The newly-built villas on the station road offer a choice

of accommodation ; the temperance hotel will be found
quiet and comfortable, especially by ladies who may arrive

when the artillery camp has come into its summer quarters

on Black Down. Sturdy little moor ponies can be hired,

which jog along the road at no speed at all, then astonish

you by continuing the same pace over the moorland, and
up to the very top of the tors.

The angler has a choice of rivers. Fishing in the Oke-
ment (artillery practice permitting) is free on the moor.
He must get permission from the landowners to fish in the

Taw ; tickets can be had for the Torrul^r, which, however,
is not a Dartmoor stream.

The church stands away from the town, approached by
a grand avenue of beech-trees. Unfortunately the entire

body of the church was burnt down in 1842 : only the
tower, late Perpendicular work, remains to represent the

earlier structure, which existed from C241. One monu-
ment is preserved : this is in the vestry and commemo-
rates Benjamin Gayer mayor of Okehampton,
who died in i;oi tin- original " Binjie " who haunts
Cranmere P00L At the east end of the church i-> .1 coffin-
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shaped stone, locally known as the Monks' Stone, a relic

of the former building. Two graves in the churchyard,

with French inscriptions dated 1810 and 1815, will prove

of interest ; reminding us of the times when prisoners of

war on parole were permitted to reside in the town.

The ruins of the castle of Baldwin de Brionis rise above

the trees overhanging the river, and are reached by winding

paths through the woods. The castle has had many
owners since William the Conqueror gave the manor to

his follower, Baldwin de Brionis. Later it passed by
marriage into the possession of the Courtenays, afterwards

earls of Devon. In the seventeenth century it belonged

to Lord Mohun, first Baron Okehampton.
Mr. LI. Warden Page has written an interesting archaeo-

logical account of the castle : and a useful little guide is

sold at the gateway.
The ruins are very fine : gateway, keep, chapel, and

chambers, and much additional work has been disclosed

during recent researches. As we thread our way among
the grey walls we emerge again and again upon the edge

of the escarpment, and look across the valley to the slopes

of Okehampton Park and towards the tors beyond the

railway and Meldon Viaduct, spanning the gorge of the

river.

The remains of the chapel are the finest fragments ;
a

Latin sentence upon the wall is thought to have been cut

by one of the French prisoners. The castle has been a

ruin for centuries, having been dismantled and disparked

by Henry VIII on the attainder of the Marquis of Exeter.

During the Parliamentary wars, Prince Maurice was
quartered at Okehampton for a few days.

While the antiquary studies the shattered walls, the

folk-lorist will be rejoicing in the legend of Lady Howard
of notorious memory. She was the daughter of Sir John
Fitz, of Fitzford, Tavistock (not the Elizabethan astrologer,

whose well we shall presently see, but a later knight of the

same name), and has the reputation of having been very

wicked, but if we read her history we shall perhaps feel

she was more sinned against than sinning. Four husbands

had she (but she was twice a widow before she was sixteen !).
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She always chose to be called by the title of her third

husband. Sir Charles Howard, son of the Duke ol Suffolk
;

her fourth was Sir Richard Granville, the most detestable

of all the governors of Lydford Castle.

In the Civil War Lady Howard chose to espouse the

Parliamentary cause, which doubtless aggravated her

crimes in the opinion of loyal west-countrymen. Mrs.

Bray savs that she had heard a vague tradition that Lady
Howard' died in a state of mental misery and agony at a

house near Okehampton, and to this day expiates her

wickedness by running nightly from Fitzford, Tavistock,

to Okehampton Park, in the form of a black dog, to bring

away a blade of grass. When all the grass is plucked the

day of judgment will come, and her penance be ended.

Sometimes the dog is described as accompanying the coach

of bones, in which tradition says she used to drive towards

the moor. Mr. Baring Gould preserves the story among
Songs of the West in a ballad, gruesome both in words and

tune :

—

My Lad ye hath a sable coach,

With horses two and four ;

My Ladye hath a gaunt bloodhound,
That goeth on before :

My Ladye' s coach hath nodding plumes,

The driver hath no head,

My Ladye is an ashen white,

As one that long is dead.

It is needless to add that misfortune is sure to follow the

luckless individual who meets " My Ladye " in her weird

journey across the moor.

Simmons Park, between the station and the town, is

one of the pleasantest local improvements. It may be

thought that a town possessing Dartmoor for its delecta-

tion scarcely needs a local park : but here the visitor dis-

inclined for rambling can resl with a book and enjoy the

moorland air; or make his way through the paths, until

he leaves all landscape gardening behind him, and in a

short walk reaches the beautiful valley of the East Okc-

ment and Belstone ( leave.

, nding the hill from the station, and taking the road

to the camp, we shall Well on the right-
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hand side. Here on a small mound is an old cross, and
close to it the spring to which the spot owes its name.

Later on we shall see near Mis Tor another Fitz's Well,

connected with a similar pixy story, which shall be told

in that place.

We need not go through the camp to reach Yes Tor, but
will take the road to our left. A word of caution to the
summer visitor who ventures here while the artillery are

practising is necessary :
" Take care of the firing." On

Watchett Hill and Yes Tor flags signal the times of firing.

Information is given in the town and at the camp gates
;

the notices should be examined before going upon this

part of the moor. This warning applies to all the northern
and north-western portions of the moor. Saturday is

usually free from firing unless the week has been misty or

very wet. Some years ago two gentlemen who were on
a walking tour suddenly found themselves bombarded in

Cranmere Pool unaware that it was within the zone.

From Yes Tor you will recognise Cawsand to the east,

with the rugged ridge of the Belstone Tors running north
and south. Beyond the fertile North Hams lies Exmoor

;

if the day be fine, we can discern Dunkery Beacon. East-
wards the country we are already familiar with rolls away
towards Somersetshire. There is Bodmin Moor on the

west, marked by Brown Willy and Rough Tor, a hazy line

of Cornish land.

Near us we have crag and tor and ridge, from the clatter

close at our feet to the dimmest blue of the distance.

Cranmere is situated on the dark heights to the south ; it

can be reached from this side by a shorter walk perhaps
than that from Chagford, but equally rough.
Our next excursion must be up the West ( tkement, below

the castle ruins, and towards Meldon Viaduct. The
slender ironwork spans the gorge, trees cover the slopes

on either side, and Yes Tor stands out boldly behind. It

is an instance of a railway adding to the picturesqueness
of the scene.

Some steep and scrambling walking will take us over

the common above the left bank of the river to Sourton
about two miles from Meldon Viaduct. Ii Link-
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Tor is to be the object of our excursion it is better to make
the way there from the Okement, without turning aside

to Sourton Tors. A cross stands boldly on the summit of

Broad Tor, one mile to the south-west of Links Tor. It

was erected in the Jubilee year 1887, by the artist Mr. W.
Widgery, and now forms a lasting memorial of the Dart-

moor painter. Sourton village lies along the high road

towards Lydford. At the cross roads above it stands a

wavside cross, so short in its arms that it is conjectured

to have been a menhir hacked into a cross.

Lydford is nine miles by road from Okehampton. If

you like you can go there by rail ; but I would advise

going by road, as you will then first see the castle and
church, and descend the hill to the gorge. The latter is

situated in private grounds, open to visitors on Mondays,
so we had better arrange to go to Lydford on that day.

Risdon had a poor opinion of Lydford, " a place where
no nice nation would have made choice," says he, " so

overlooked with Dartmoor hills, unto whose storms, with-

out any shelter, it is subject."

Mrs. Bray tells us that Lydford was by tradition said

to have entertained Julius C?esar and his whole army on
his second visit to Britain ! It is certain that it was
formerly a place of importance ; had its own mint, and in

its castle were confined those who offended against the

forest and stannary law—that oft-quoted and most un-

pleasant Lydford law, " Hang to-day ; try to-morrow."

In the morn they hang and draw,
And sit in judgment after.

" Is this the place ? " you will cry shortly after turning

down by the Dartmoor Inn, and Lydford comes at once

in sight.

The castle keep, a grey ruin, stands on a mound near

the church ; a few houses cluster round it ; the street is

empty.
For of its great name, I wis.

It only now the shadow is.

So wrote Risdon two centuries ago.
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A rusticjgatejserves as a portal to guard this once for-

midable fortress, and if you do not want to take the trouble

to find the caretaker, whose name is on the gate, you can

enter unmolested, and stroll round the mound unques-

tioned. Little remains but walls, with a chamber or two,

entered by rnde wooden steps. Even the ferns grow
sparsely on these walls of bloody memory. " One of tin-

most annoyous, contagions, and detestable places within

this realm," as it is called in an Act of Henry VIII. It

was far preferable to be hanged than imprisoned in Lydford

Castle, for the Black Hole of Calcutta was not worse than

the dungeon of the Stannary prison, where were incar-

cerated the luckless tinners who infringed the laws govern-

ing them. Sir Richard Granville was, perhaps, the worst

governor ; but Judge Jeffreys bears most of the odium of

the place, which he is said to haunt in the form of a black

Pig-

The ruin of Lydford Castle is a sign that we have fallen

upon happier times ; we will linger there no longer, but

go into the quiet little church, which has granite pillars,

low aisles, and early Norman font, and its rood screen, a

modern reproduction of the old design. Lydford is said

to be the largest parish in England. In the thirteenth

century the then bishop of Exeter was petitioned to allow

certain of the inhabitants in the forest to pay a portion of

their tithes to the parson of Widecombe to which church

thev resorted, their own church of Lydford being

miles off in fine weather, and fifteen in foul, and this

granted. When you know Dartmoor, you will find many
sions when a walk is

" eight miles in fine weather and

fifteen in foul."

A curious punning epitaph on a watchmaker in Lydford

churchyard, near the south door, is fast becoming unde-

cipherable, and will attract those \vh<> are interested in

these grotesque curiosities.

Here lies in horizontal position the outside case
\\,it» hmaker, whosi abilities

m tli.it line were an honour t<>
I lion ;

the mainspring and prudence the

ator "t .ill the .1. tions «>t his iit<- : humane,
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generous, and liberal, his hand never stopped till

he had relieved distress ; so nicely regulated were
all his movements that he never went wrong, ex-

cept when set agoing by people who did not know
his key, even then he was easily set right again.

He had the art of disposing his time so well, that

his hours glided away in one continual round of

pleasure and delight, till an unlucky moment put
a period to his existence. He departed this life

November 14th, 1802, aged 57. Wound up in

hopes of being taken in hand by his Maker, and
of being thoroughly cleaned, repaired, and set

agoing in the world to come.

A steep winding road leads to the celebrated bridge and
gorge. When leaning over the parapet the water is audible,

but scarcely to be seen, so deep is the chasm. A path with

handrails and tiny bridges skirts the bank and goes under

the bridge. It is slippery, and should only be traversed

by those of steady head and sure feet. Farther up the

Lyd is Skit Steps, where the river foams over the stones.

Half a mile beyond the gorge, several new houses have
been built ; these are near the stations of the Great Western
and South Western Railways. The Manor Hotel is a

large hotel, where for a small fee we can enter the woods
and see the cascade. The scenery of wood and water,

with glimpses of the moorland and the castle on the hill,

is very picturesque.

Brent Tor is an outlying peak guarding the outskirts of

the western moor, as Haytor does the east, and Urn it

Beacon the south. In a couple of miles we reach it, and
walk up to the top to look at the tiny church on the summit.

The story runs that a merchant, encountering a heavy
storm in the Channel, vowed to erect a church on the first

land he saw. This proved to be Brent Tor. and landing

in safety lie fulfilled his vow. Another story relates how
the Evil One removed tin- stones from the loot <>f the hill,

when- it was first intended to build a < hmvh, to the .sum-

mit. Readers of Mr. Baring Gould's Margery of Quether

will remember that thai unpleasant relict lived in tin- tower

and descended !>v the bell-rope on Christmas Eve, fhe

< inn. h, whi< h 1-. extremely small, consists oi nave, i han< el

and i' >wa

,
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We will not quit the neighbourhood of Lydford without

striking across the downs and visiting Tavy Cleave, a play-

place of giants, with rocks in every possible fantastic

form.

The best way to take some of these walks, especially for

visitors staying at Okehampton, is to go by train to Bride-

stowe Station, and from there to walk as far as the " Fox
and Hounds," now grown from a modest inn into an im-

posing hotel. Close by a moor gate leads to Doe Tor
Common and we can make our way to Doe Tor Farm, and
either get directions there for Tavy Cleave, or enjoy a

ramble over Doe Tor, and by Widgery's Cross to Links

Tor. Stag-horn moss will be found growing on the moor-
land below Links Tor. Ail this neighbourhood is the

scene of Mr. Baring Gould's Urith, which you should read

while staying in the locality.



CHAPTER VI.

TAVISTOCK AND BACK TO THE MOOR.

Tavistock—Peter and Mary Tavy—Ancient Cross—Pew
Tor—Vixen Tor—Windy Post—Merrivale—The Avenues—Rnndle Stone—Fitzs Well—Mis Tor—Cowsic Valley—Tuv Bridges—Crockem Tor—Wistman's Wood.

WE can reach Tavistock by rail from Lydford or

Plymouth, and have the choice of either the

South Western or Great Western lines from both
places.

Tavistock is one of the old Stannary towns and thus has
some connection with the moor, which is about two miles

away
; we could not consider our perambulation complete

without paying it a visit.

From the Great Western station we cross the river by
Abbey Bridge, and pause a moment to look at the Tavy
speeding over the weir. Directly afterwards we rind our-

selves in a handsome square, close to the guildhall, post

office, church and Bedford Hotel. The guildhall is in the

style of the old abbey, portions of which may be seen

among the new walls, a bit here, a bit there, telling the tak
of former greatnt

Tavistock weather has had a bad reputation for many
ever since Charles II summed it up in the dictum,

It always raius at Tavistock," that being his experience
of the place when he stayed there i<» raise tn><>i» in the

Wesl f ( ,r his lather during the Civil War.
There is no need t<> give details about ravistock, which

has been treated in one of the Homeland Handy Guides.*

ription <>i the town lee Homeland Handy i

th //> Sun I

>>i all
. ol the publishers >>t this volume.



Peter Taw and Mary Taw

Before we leave the neighbourhood

7*

Let Peter Tavy
and Mary Tavy come into court "

; as a learned judge once
commanded, under the impression that they were the

names of witnesses in a lawsuit. A very charming couple

they are, if we set out to see them : Mary Tavy, spreading

up the high road in new houses that indicate her popularity,

while the old village with its charming church, mill, and
churchyard cross lies in the hollow. We can readily guess

Photograp) THE ABBEY BRIDGE, TAVISTOCK Vanstone.

that the names belong to the church dedications, and
passing along the lane we make our way by the paths to

Peter Tavy—" a mile from tower to tower,"—as anyone
will tell you : and a very pretty mile it is, too, with the
Tavy close at hand all the way. Near the river rises Mary
Tavy rock, a picturesque mass overgrown with bushes and
ferns.

Behind the church at Peter Tavy we may ascend the tor
of that name ; the village remains as picturesque as in

Mrs. Bray's time, and Peter Tavy mill still affords a subject
for artists.

Crossing the Tavy, at Vigo Bridge, we will start for

Dartmoor over Whitchurch Down.
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Soon after ascending the steep lane, we shall see on the

left-hand side, near the path, the top of a broken cross,

and farther off, on the same side, standing on the golf

links, a much finer one, sometimes called the Monk's Cross.

It is a good-sized monument, and is of special interest,

being the first of a line of crosses which indicated the track

over the moor from Tavistock Abbey to that of Buckfast.
Along the range of hills to the left we see Cox Tor and

Staple Tor. Pew Tor is eastward, and is before us, so we
will strike for it and reach the moor that way. When on
the rocks of Pew Tor a fantastic granite group a short

distance away will at once catch the eye. This is Vixen
Tor, in whose rocks you may see a lion, a sphinx, a knight

on horseback, or a lady, as you please. The confluence of

the Tamar and Tavy glitters in the distance, the Walkham
runs through the valley below, and there is Sampford
Spiney Church. On the beautiful walk between Sampford
Spiney and Vixen Tor I have gathered the field gentian

[gentiana campestris) very pale when compared with the

deep blue flowers of Switzerland, but a welcome find on
Devonia's Alps. Instead of descending on to Vixen Tor,

we will keep along the ridge of the hill, to Feather Tor, not

far from which is the Windy Post, another cross on the

route already mentioned. A very windy post indeed this

breezy hill can prove ; and hence we regain the road, and
descend to Merrivale Bridge. It crosses the Walkham,
and a few cottages with an inn are close beside it, refuges

of which we may be glad to avail ourselves if bad weather
comes down from the higher parts of the moor.

The hill is long and steep ; this is the Moretonhampstead
road, which in Mrs. Bray's days was not so very old, and
of which she often praises the convenience. ' We now
get to London from Plymouth in twenty-seven hours."

Little could she imagine the time when twenty-thr
those hours would be taken from tin- journey, and the road

no Longer used for it.

Where the road begins t«» drop down hill you cm see that

it through a -roii]) of hut I in les which lie on either

side. Ih' 'me of the mosl famous antiquities on
the moor, the group including the Merrivale Avenues.
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Stepping on to the turf on the right hand, you at once find

yourself surrounded by traces of a bygone people. In-

numerable hut circles; farther off a tall menhir attra< ts

attention, and as we make our way to it we cross the double

row of stone avenues which thread their way down the

turf. Between the stone rows a shallow ditch has been

cut in comparatively recent times. Nothing can be more
distinct ; they run together, a clear line on the turfy moor.
Here the hut circles, the tall menhir, the circle of stones,

the ruined cromlech, are voiceless fragments of what, may
have been a busy settlement.

The imagination may picture much in the relics at

Merrivale ; others only perceive a confused mass of stones,

more or less spoiled by the farmer and road-mender, who
are certainly responsible for a good deal of wrecking among
these too handy antiquities. " There's nothing much to

be seen," a visitor at the Two Bridges Hotel observed to

me after we had spent a morning on the spot. So you
must take with you to Merrivale the gift of seeing, or come
away disappointed.

The moorfolk in the vicinity sometimes call the place

the Potato Market. It is said that when the plague raged

at Tavistock in 1625, and no one dared go into the town.

food was brought to the top of the hill and laid among the

hut circles. Then the Tavistock men came and fetched

it awav, leaving the money for payment in the same place.

While- we stand amongst these ancient monuments we
suddenly hear a snorting and a panting as if one of the

dragons of old were coming towards us. I hit ii is a modem
dragon which creeps round the tor, the railway Looking

ridiculously insignificant, the engine panting in frantic

effort as it climbs. The 1 i 1 1 * is so invisible that the train

3 to come from nowhere ; it i> going to Princetown,

and having watched it until it i- Losl to sight, we continue

our walk.

A wide piece <>f moorland lies before us, dominate 1 by

Great Mis [or's stormy head. Farther <"'. stone walk
mark out the < onvi< is' fields, and the very moorland
in durani e vile, dressed in prison garb.

'J lit- few cotl pa-- constitute Rundle Stone
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Rendlestone), so named from a tall boundary stone that

once stood by the roadside.

To the left of this, in the prison ground, bubbles Fitz's

Well, the well connected by tradition with the astrologer

John Fitz, of Fitzford.

He was riding over this part of the moor with his lady,

and a mist overtaking them, they were completely " pixy-

led." Now, as every one knows, pixy spells can be broken

by turning your clothes inside out, or drinking running

water. Either the first charm did not commend itself to

the gentleman and his lady, or failed. So the}^ looked for

water, and presently found a spring, of which they drank.

The effect was truly magical : the mist lifted, and they

found themselves not very far out of their way. After his

safe return home John Fitz built a little cover over the

well, which bears his initials and the date 1568.

As John Fitz also built a conduit house at Fitzford, Mr.

Bray observes that he had a nice fancy for water ; the

irreverent modern mind hears the legend and fancies that

the knight's potations were of some stronger fluid before

he started for his ride home.
The cottagers at Rundle Stone call the place " Vice's

Well," and will tell you " 'tis properly swampy, sure 'nuff."

Pursuing our way upwards, we may climb to the top of

Great Mis Tor, though the hill is long. Druidical origin

has been claimed for the great rock basin on the top,

which is very perfect and even appears to have a channel

for letting off the water. The moormen, however, will

tell you that Mis Tor Pan is sometimes called the Devil's

Frying-pan.

To avoid the marshes round the Blackbrook we had
better regain the road, and as we descend towards Two
Bridges the Cowsic valley tempts exploration, especially

as we see, when peeping through the trees, the prettiest

little clapper bridge imaginable spanning the Cowsic river.

It is Post Bridge in miniature, with live openings and small

piers of piled stones. When we have crossed it we stand

on classic ground, for the Cowsic valley, below Beardown,
is replete with associations of Mr. and Mrs. J Way.

Little had been written about Dartmoor until the early
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part of the nineteenth century. The Rev. Samuel Rowe,
incumbent of St. George's, Stonehouse, and afterwards

vicar of Crediton, was much interested in the Moor, and
in 1830 read a paper on it at the Plymouth Institution,

afterwards working at the Perambulation of Dartmoor, pub-
lished in 1848. Mr. Bray, who was a Tavistock man, and
vicar of that town in 181 1, commenced his investigations

about 1801 To his wife's friendship with Southey we
owe her delightful book The Borders of the Tamar and the

Tavy, containing many extracts from her husband's
journals, and addressed as letters to the poet.

Mr. Bray's father had a summer-house at Beardown,
on the Cowsic. Hither they frequently came to make
further excursions on the moor, searching for antiquities,

and for what they dearly loved ; traces of the Druids.

Everything, in their opinion and in Mr. Rowe's was
druidical : the stones ; the rock basins ; the names of the

hills. No place was too inaccessible, no rock too hard,

for the handling of this marvellous priesthood. And, as

the druidical bards had left no written traces, Mr. Bray
determined to put inscriptions upon the recks at Beardown,
which name he conjectured to signify The Hill of Bards,

though a more simple derivation might be suggested.

These inscriptions, some of which were written in bardic

characters, were traced by him upon tin granite, ami
picked out by a labourer. Time, weather, and mosses,

soon effaced many of the letters, and in a few years some
of the lines were undecipherable by Mr. Bray himself.

From some cause the granite of this side is far more friable

than that in the eastern quarter, which partly accounts

for the rock basins and other druidical relics discovered by
Mr. and Mrs. Bray.

ending the sleep sides of Beardown on the eastern
•

'
.'. sic river, we may mid on the top of the hill

a imc menhir, Beardown Man
|

Ma<u, a >/. m . On the

way thither we shall pass one or two rain railed

in t«» protect tin-in from the cattle; they belong t" the

roloj i< ;il Survey of Dartmoor, and .it a distance may
puzzle us. But they form rather useful landmarks in

directing our 1 the trackless m
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The Cowsic valley is extremely pretty, an oasis in this

wilderness of rock and heather. Crossing the Dart, we
reach Two Bridges and the Two Bridges Hotel.

In his Survey of Devon Risdon describes as one of the

remarkable objects of the moor " a high rock called

Crockern Tor, where the parliament for Stannary causes
is kept, where is a table and seats of moorstone, hewn out

apiq VIXEN TOR.

of the rocks, lying in the force of all weather, no house or
refuge being near it." We shall see a good many newtakes,
as the enclosed land is called, when we leave the hotel and
prepare to ascend Crockern Tor, which is no great distance
behind it. The parliament on Crockern Tor lasted till

very late, it being finally the custom to assemble there,

swear in the juror-, an 1 then adjourn to one of the Stannary
towns, where debates and business would be less liable to

interruptions from the weather. The climb up the rock
is not a difficult one.
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Proceeding over the ridge, towards the north, we find

Risdon's third wonder of the moor : Wistman's Wood.
Low, gnarled, stunted oaks, grey with lichen, standing

like weird, crooked dwarfs, tangled so as to be almost im-

penetrable, massed with boulders at the root so that one
scarcely ventures to set foot among the treacherous stones,

not knowing how deep a hole one may step into.

Seen from the river below there is so little left of Wist-

man's Wood that many people scarcely credit that they

have found it when they get there. Hardly more than
an acre remains, part a thick almost impenetrable cluster

of dwarf trees, rock and bracken, thinning out at the

edges. In winter these lichen-covered dwarfs are scarcely

visible against the hillside.

Ascending the hill above the hotel, we reach a cross-wa}',

the road to the left being that to Moreton, over Post Bridge,

less than four miles away ; the right is the Ashburton road,

and in about four miles and a half we should meet Dart-

meet, passing Dunnabridge Pound on the way. I mention
these places here as you may like to visit them from Two
Bridges, though I mean to reach them, and more fully

particularise them, from the Ashburton side.

Turning westwards, we will cross the West Dart, and
take the road to the left for Princetown.



CHAPTER VII.

PRINCETOWN AND SOME WALKS
NEAR IT.

Princetown — The Prison — The Church — Hessary Tors —
Crazy Well Pool—Siward's Cross—Cliiide the Hunter's

Tomb—Literary Interests.

PRIXCETOWX, 1400 feet above the sea, is, I believe,

the highest place in England that can be called

a town.

A very brief acquaintance with Dartmoor Prison and
the neighbourhood removes all romance that may hang
round the prisoner and captive, and when from time to

time one escapes nobody is sorry when he is again caught
—which invariably happens. He steals from the hamlets,

and is discovered with the stolen goods in his possession
;

one got as far as Plymouth, where a dog so alarmed his

tender conscience that he began to run, so that the police,

surprised to see a man running for nothing, suspected

something amiss. Another left his boots in the back
kitchen of a house near Chagford ; he did not go away
barefooted, and authorities afterwards identified the
" borrowed " pair.

But this is a digression, and the prison gateway bears

the motto Parcere subjectis. It is a massive gate, erected

for the original building which was established to hold the

French prisoners of war. The foundation stone was laid

in 1806.

Princetown is extremely healthy, and the invalid convict

prison here is situated about 1,400 feet above the sea.

Much of the work of the convicts is done in the open air
;

the prison has its own gardens, hayfields, and cattle
;

makes its own bread, and does all its own work ; while if
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any special necessity demands extra hands on the moor,
gangs of convicts are sent out.

In Mr. Eden Phillpotts' The American Prisoner, a most
interesting account of Princetown in the times of the war
prison is given : it is just one of those books to be read on
the spot, the scenes depicted all being close by. Visitors

who stay at the Duchy Hotel will find there many interest-

ing books both of fiction and topography relating to the

moor.
Should we intend to go by rail from Plymouth or Tavi-

stock we must change at Yelverton Junction for Prince-

town, and journey in the train we have already watched
threading its way among the tors.

But let us rather imagine ourselves afoot, ascending the

road from Two Bridges and thus continuing the pilgrimage

westwards.

Close to Princetown, just before the Devonport leat

crosses the road, a picturesque cottage with a still more
picturesque bridge lies upon the left hand. This bridge

crosses the Blackbrook and is of the same ancient type, as

Post Bridge. The Ockcry cottage was built in the war
times and two French generals lived here on parole. With
its garden, picturesque bridge, and rippling streamlet it

is perhaps the prettiest cottage at Princetown where
prettiness is not a local characteristic. The very cot:

granite built, have a massive air ; in sunshine the place

is full of hard lights and shadows, and uniformly monotone
on a grey day.

Regarded as a centre for this part of Dartmoor its merits

are indisputable. The surrounding s< enery is magnificent,

and many interesting features of the moor an within

walk.

The church, formerly a chapel of ease for Lydford

e outward simplicity of its

appearance. Et is, 1 believe . the only church in the world

built by prisoners of war. Soon after the opening of the

prison, Princetown became sufficiently important to re-

quire
1

a < hur< li. and the Fren< h and American pi :

;

to build it
; the Fren« h d masonry,

and the Americans the interior fittings. ( to the north wall
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is a monument to Sir Thomas Tyrwhitt, who may be re-

garded as the father of Princetown, for he built Tor Royal
and also suggested to the Prince Regent the suitability of

the locality as a war prison.

Princetown lies on the chief road crossing Dartmoor,
between North and South Hessary Tors. One of the first

walks should be to the northern" rock, easily reached by

'

inm^i
Photograph] BRENT TOR CHURCH. [Blamfey & Son.

Perched at the top ot a peak of volcanic rock (see pa^e 68).

a moor path at no distance from the station. Standing
on the summit, 1,600 feet above sea level, the gaze may
wander across a view described as having few equals in

the West Country, extending as it does over the whole of

western Devon and into Cornwall. On the eastern horizon

we recognise Haytor and its two companions ; in the west
rise the hills of Cornwall

;
yonder gleams the sea, and on

a clear day the Cornish coast may be discerned stretching

far to the west. Nearer at hand is a world of tors ; they
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rise in every direction, as if at some period the moorland
tossed granite crests into the air. No two are alike, and
each one bears a name.

Sixty tors are visible from this summit, eastward the

spires of Torquay churches appear in the distance ; looking

south-west Plymouth Breakwater, the Eddystone Light-

house, and the Lizard may be seen on a clear day.

Let us also make our way to Crazy Well (or Classenwell)

Pool, which is not much more than about two miles from
Princetown. We take the Plymouth road for a short

distance, and strike off across the turf for Harter Tor,

passing through the remains of a considerable hut settle-

ment on the way. Ascending Harter Tor, below us on
the west is one of Dartmoor's new lakes, Burrator Reser-

voir, lying in the distant valley like a blue gem in malachite.

The tower of Princetown Church will aid us considerably

in our walk to Crazy Well Pool, as a direct line may be

made from the church to Harter Tor, thence to Cramber
Tor, and straight to our destination.

Between Cramber Tor and the pool runs the Devonport
leat ; by keeping a little way to the left a bridge over the

leat will be found, then continue the line—and—don't fall

into Crazy Well Pool when you get there ! It seems to

lie at one's feet, at the bottom of a sheer bank which we
must skirt to reach the water. It is most indisputably one
of those moorland spots that you don't see until you get

there. It was said to be bottomless, until a very dry
summer dispelled the illusion, and the further fancy that

it ebbs and flows is pretty rather than true.

On the other side of the valley is Down Tor, at the cast

of which is a fine stone row and circle : the return walk
might then be made towards Leather Tor, and across the

moor where the Devonport leat splashes in a pretty little

waterfall towards the Mew.
Nuns' Cross will afford us another walk. We quit

Princetown by a moorland road that runs southward, and
South Hessary Tor.

I he more than a mile farther south, and q<

i ottage : it has formed one of the boundary marks of the
• for many centuries, being mentioned in the peram-
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bulation of 1240. On the western face are some rude

letters. These represented the word

BOC
LOnD

and refer to the lands of Buckland Abbey. The lettering

on the eastern side shows the name of Syward. Property

Photograph] [Blampey & Son.

was held in the neighbourhood by one of that name in the

time of the Confessor.

Down the valley to the east, is White Works, a hamlet
from which perhaps the most romantic of all the Dartmoor
memorials may be reached : Childe the Hunter's Tomb.
It lies exactly under Fox Tor, the mire of that name occu-

pying the basin between White Works and the tomb,
which is visible from the houses to those who know it.
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But the impassable bog makes a straight line impossible
;

to reach it we must keep close to the wall on the north and
cross the stream at the lower end of the mire. Then by
skirting the higher ground we can get at the tomb, which
consists of several stones, surmounted by a cross, but is

not the original structure ; and here we stand upon the

scene of one of the most picturesque stories of the moor,

the legend of Childe the Hunter.

Mr. Baring Gould preserves among Songs of the West
the Dartmoor ballad that tells this story :

—

It so befell, as I've heard tell,

There came the hunter Childe ;

All day he chased on heath and waste,

On Dart-a-moor so wild.

Cold blew the blast, the snow fell fast,

And darker grew the night
;

He wandered high, he wandered low,

And nowhere saw a light.

His knife he drew, his horse he slew

As on the ground it lay :

He cut full deep, therein to creep

And tarry till the -day.

The wind did blow, fast fell the snow,
And darker grew the night

;

Then well he wot, he hope might not
Again to see the light.

So with his fingers dipped in blood.

He scribbled on the stone

—

One is grateful to the ballad for telling us on what sub"

stance Childe wrote that last will and testament, found

when the snow had melted beside his dead body :

—

They iyr.stc that fyiuKs and brings nice to 1.

My landes of Plimstoke they shall have.

In due course of time the discovery of the body and the

writiii reported, when it occurred to the monks of

Tavistock that the very besl persona to W the heirs of

Childe were themselves, to the advantage <>f the abbey.
So they started foi to fetch the body. Meanwhile
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the men of Plymstock determined to have the honour of

burying Childe and inheriting the property themselves.

But they allowed the monks to have the arduous task of

getting to Fox Tor and bringing the corpse over the moor.
A number of them waited at the bridge over the Tavy,
with the intention of stirring up a fight and carrying off

the body before it reached Tavistock Abbey. But the

monks suspected the assault, and tricked them in a truly

monkish manner, throwing a light bridge over the river

at another point, by which they quietly carried the hunter's

body to the abbey, while the Plymstock worthies waited
elsewhere. Childe the hunter was buried with due honours,
and the abbey inherited the property. The bridge re-

mained, and was called Guile Bridge.

The learned have rejected this legend, but we would
rather let it rest, as it adds to the weird picturesqueness
of this part of the moor. The vandalism of the farmer
has unfortunately partly destroyed the original monument,
which was spoken of in Risdon's time as one of three re-

markable things in the forest. Crossing has given, in his

Ancient Crosses, and also in an article dealing with the
subject in his series of papers on the Folk-Rhymes of Devon,
a full account of its destruction and of the subsequent dis-

covery by him of its site and various parts.

After crossing the moor to see Childe's Tomb, one is

impressed with the feeling that whoever found his body
and brought it back for burial merited the reward. The
ruined walls near by are the remains of Fox Tor Farm,
now touched with a fresh interest as being the principal

scene of Mr. Eden Phillpotts' novel, The American
Prisoner, already alluded to. The place also has a con-
nection with another popular literary hero. Everyone
will be interested to know that Fox Tor Mire is the original

Grimpen of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Hound of the Basker-
villes, the well-known story of an adventure of Sherlock
Holmes.



CHAPTER VIII.

SOUTH DARTMOOR.

Burrator Lake — Sheepstor — Heavy — Trowlesworthy —
Dewerstone — Roman s Cross — Cormcood — Hawns
and Dendles— Stall Moor— Harford— Brent— Ship-

ley Bridge — Dean Prior.

WE have been gradually making our way round
Dartmoor, and now on leaving Princetown must
turn our steps to the southern part of the moor.

I say steps advisabfy, for there are few finer or more in-

teresting walks over Dartmoor, than that which leads by
road from Princetown to Ivybridge.

The road is a very good one, and a cyclist will find it a

capital ride not so extremely hilly as the centre of the

moor.
From Princetown, if we are on foot—for the bridge can

only be reached direct on foot ; the road to it runs by
Peek Hill and Lowery—we may first descend to the Meavy
by the lovely walk that leads over Norsworthy Bridge to

Burrator Reservoir which was opened in 1898. Con-
spicuous from many points of view, the prettiest glimpse

of the lake is perhaps that obtained from the strep hill

descending into Sheepstor Village from Ringmoor Down
above Meavy. Thence it may be seen gleaming jewel-

like in the bosom of the hills. A little wooded promontory
runs out into the water, with a shattered house upon it,

Looking from the distance not unlike some of those abbey
ruin- that add so much to the beauty of the Lakes in

Ireland. Jt is said that the bottom of this valley was
originally a lab-, and that the engineers have really re-

stored it to its former condition. It certainly ought never
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to be termed a reservoir, for that word conveys no im-

pression of picturesque charm to the mind.

At the head of the lake are Deancombe and Down Tor :

the former is one of the most beautiful valleys in the

district, and on the slope of the latter lies one of the most
interesting groups of antiquities on the moor. Another

fine group of pre-historic remains are to be found at]Drizzle-

combe about two miles from Sheepstor.

Photograph] BURRATOR LAKE. :H\ A.Roberts.

Sheepstor is a tiny place : on the school-house is the

date 1658, and one might imagine that the village has
been untouched since that time. The church with its

massive crocketed pinnacles is, of course, yet older. In

the churchyard lies buried Rajah Brooke of Sarawak, who
after being well-nigh king in the gorgeous East, chose to

end his days among the grey mists and purple heather of

Dartmoor.

Just above the village is the bold massive tor that gives

the place its name, a grand rocky hill which makes a

landmark for a long distance. On the side, but difficult

to find, is the Pixies Cave, in which, tradition says, John
Elford the Cavalier hid during the Civil War.
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In a mile and a half from Sheepstor village we may
reach the river Mew at Marchants Bridge, near to which
is a cross bearing the same name. Tradition tells how
the traveller used to stop and pray for his safe journey at

this cross before setting out over the moor, wild enough
in these days of cultivation, but how much more so when
that slender symbol was erected, when road and hamlet
were alike unknown, and the wolf, it may be, still lingered

among the mires and mountains !

Just such another old world village is Meavy, where
beneath a shattered tree stands the old village cross, now
restored, the children playing on the steps, just as Mrs.

Bray describes them playing when the cross was a broken

shaft. The old church is most exquisitely kept, and has

a beautiful modern alabaster reredos.

Those who wish to spend several days exploring this

part of the moor, cannot do better than make their head-

quarters at Yelverton,* a locality which in the course of

the last twenty years has developed from a mere hamlet
on the edge of Roborough Down, into a most pleasant

moorland townlet. Mr. Crossing says that the name
originated from the property belonging to the Elfords of

Sheepstor, and being called Elford Town. Axtown, an-

other old name, may still be seen upon a sign-post. During
the summer there are daily coach trips, and for private

excursions comfortable carriages and saddle horses are

obtainable ; the numerous walks that may be undertaken

are both beautiful and varied in character. For the angler

there is excellent trout and salmon fishing in the rivers ;

for the hunter there are several good packs of hounds
meeting in the district ; and for the golfer there are the

beautifully situated links of the Yelverton Golf Club.

Tor a long time Yelverton has been increasingly esteemed
.1- a delightful place of residence ; its fairly equable climate,

its comparative freedom from fogs, and ii> moderate rain-

* An excel knt account <.f Yelverton and of the Bunounding
country, together with din i a [lumber «>i delightful walks
and dn the moor will l"- found in Homeland Handbook

Hngs. Price <-

11^., ol all bookbcllcT.^ OX of the publisher^ of this VOlUB
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fall—only a little more than half as much as at Prince-

town, which is but six miles distant—its bracing air,

giving to the tired worker a new sense of life. It is neai

to Plymouth and Tavistock, and is generally accessible by
rail, being but five hours from London. It may be indeed

almost regarded as a suburb of Plymouth, considering the

number of Plymouth business men who reside there. But
not only is Yelverton a delightful place of residence for

wearied workers, it is becoming more generally recognised

as an ideal health resort. The freedom of the down, the

fresh, pure invigorating air, the rural sights and sounds that

exhilarate the spirit, make it a desirable resort.

From Marchants Cross it is not more than about seven

miles to Cornwood. We may as well continue our walk
up the steep lane and over the edge of Ringmoor Down,
whence we descend to Cadover Bridge, on the Plym. A
broad valley lies in front of us, with the Plym flowing

through it. The hill on the left is Trowlesworthy Tor.

Here there is an outcrop of very7 brittle red granite, not

now worked. Trowlesworthv Tor has numerous stone

remains near it.

We must not pass unnoticed the rude stone that stands

to the right on the common as we descend to the bridge.

It is a broken cross. Down the valley, overhanging the

river, is the well known and fantastic crag, the Dewer-
stone. It was a favourite haunt of Carrington, the Dart-

moor poet. His name with the date of his death is cut

on a rock above the crag.

From Shaugh we can walk across the moor towards the

east, making for Roman's Cross and passing the so-called

Roman camp on our way.
Roman's Cross was so called by the monks of Tavistock,

from St. Rumon to whom the abbey was dedicated, and
whose name also survives in Romansleigh in North Devon,
a manor belonging to the abbey.
We are on Lee Moor ; we look back at Trowlesworthy,

Shell Top, and Penn Beacon. We note the clay works,

and pause regretfully by the cross, for in another two and
a half miles the moor gate will have closed behind us, and
we shall be on our way to Cornwood and Ivybridge.
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Typical Devonshire lanes are these by which we reach

those villages ; we feel the contrast between their rural

prettiness and the grim Princetown.

Cornwood, lying as it does on the very verge of the

moor, is a pleasant place for a short stay. We certainly

must not quit it without seeing Hawns and Dendles. This

beautiful wooded ravine is only open to the public on three

days in the week, Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
I

the entrance passing by a farm where refreshments are to

be had. The path brings us under trees that close over

head, completely sheltering the Yealm that dashes over

the rocks below. Upward winds the path, now well nigh

touching the river bank, now rising above it. A waterfall.,

spanned by a rustic bridge, suggests a human touch. Else-

where all is natural beauty—the beauty of the deep wooded
combes of Somerset combined with the bold wildness of

Dartmoor.
From the head of Hawns and Dendles it is possible to

reach Stall Moor, where there are some interesting anti-

quities. The easiest way would, however, be to ask at

Cornwood for the lane to Yadsworthy, a farm that lies on

the edge of the moor. The stone row on the hill-top is

extremely conspicuous as we make our way thither.

On the northern side is the finest beehive hut on Dart-

moor, models of which are made for museums. Stall Moor
circle lies some distance from the farm, and near the river

Erme, which comes down the east side of Stall Moor. 1 >v

following the course of the river downwards from this

circle we reach Harford Bridge, and then ascending the

hill arrive at Harford Church.

There are two good brasses of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries in this church. The former is a knight

in armour, Thomas Williams, Speaker of the Hous
Commons, the other a coloured brass t<> the Prideaux

family, placed here by John Piideanx, Bishop of Wor-
ker, in i'>39.

01 him n is told, that as a young man in Harford he

competed for the post oi parish clerk, in the neighbouring

parish ol Ugborough, but failed the appointment.

He went to Oxford, and worked in a menial position.
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Afterwards a patron kindly procured for him admittance
to a college, where through his ability he rose from one
position to another until he was made bishop of Wor-
cester ; and was wont to remark " If I could have been
parish clerk of Ugborough, I had never been bishop of

Worcester."

From Harford we may reach Ivybridge, a place of

beauty ; the Erme flows through the woods, where are

,•' SS£?"^-" .

l
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The ancient oak is believed to be upwards of a thousand years old.

delightful walks under the trees by the rushing river,

which pours in white foam over the dark mossy rocks, one
of the prettiest places on the borders of Dartmoor. On
the left of the road from Ivybridge to Cornwood is Fardel,
once the home of Sir Walter Raleigh, now a farm-house
having many traces of the old mansion. A field near by
is reputed to be the repository of buried treasure, and near
this once stood an ancient stone inscribed in Ogham
character now in the British Museum.

South Dartmoor is less wild than the northern part, but
it has many beautiful spots, especially in its river valleys.

It will be of even greater interest to the archaeologist than
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the northern part, being much richer in prehistoric re-

mains, and the Erme and the Avon, though they be
smaller, can well compete in loveliness with the Dart and
the Teign. Indeed, I think the Avon is one of Devon's
most lovely rivers.

Little convenience is offered to those who wish to make
excursions with little exertion, as a total lack of roads

renders coaching an impossibility. Ponies and vehicles

can be hired either at Brent or Ivybridge, but we must go

afoot if we really want to reach the points of interest.

Yet the southern part of the moor has the merit of being

within fairly easy reach by rail either from Plymouth,
Totnes, or Newton Abbot. I have frequently taken day
excursions there with friends who wished to see something
of Dartmoor, and whom I have known to be indifferent

pedestrians.

Leaving the train at Wrangaton, we take a lane not far

from the station, exactly opposite the Kingsbridge Road
Hotel.

A walk of barely two miles takes us to Ugborough
Beacon. It seems no distance when we have entered the

moor gate and are on the turf ; nor is it a steep climb to

the rock that crowns the hill. Thence we can walk across

the ridge of the moor to Three Barrows, whose triple top

is seen in a line two miles north-west from Ugborough
Beacon.
The central tumulus of the three, Mr. Rowe considers

to be the largest in Devonshire. When we climb the top

of the mound we can see as we look westward, the undu-

lating country round us, the South Hams to the left, the

valley of the Avon behind us, and that of the Erme in

front. A lovely prospect spreads all the way to Plymouth,

edged with the silver gleam of the Sound, while north-

wards the moor rolls away silenl and sullen in its wi!

From Three Barrows (though these tumuli bear this

name, they are in reality cairns), to Erme Head tl:

much to attract the eye every step of the way. Anti-

quities arc numerous along the route, which runs quite

near the Erme, one of the most beautiful rivers «>n the

moor, [t is of course a long walk: and if we are nol
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prepared for further explorations we will descend the

cairn, walk down to the Red Brook, and thence find our

way by the Bola Brook and Avon River to South Brent.

Brent is a quaint little town, with very crooked streets,

and a bridge over the Avon, called Lydia Bridge. Leaning

over the ivy-grown parapet, you look down at the river,

five-and-twenty feet below. Then, by a footpath, you

reach the river bank, where, resting under the beech-trees,

you watch the white water coming out of the deep shadow
under the bridge, and, if an artist or photographer, you

must needs try your skill on the scene, only to acknow-

ledge yourself baffled by its tantalising beauty.

You want to see more of the Avon, so we will make
another excursion from Brent through those crooked

streets, and up the steep rough hill, then down again

—

for, being in Devon, the road must perforce go up and

down—to the level of the river, with narrow copses on

either side, where we can see the river gleaming through

the boughs. Our destination is Shipley Bridge : the road

goes along by the river, soon after leaving the hamlet of

Aish.

Zeal, a large farm lying right under the shelter of the

hills, stands in the loveliest situation imaginable. A few

trees shelter it ; Black Tor and Shipley Tor look down
on it ; the ruin of an old building is close by ; near is the

rushing river, spanned by Shipley Bridge. Just one

narrow arch thrown over the water ; above, great mossy
rocks and the deep shadow of trees ; below, the water runs

sparkling in the sunshine. It is a land of ferns ; they

cluster in the crannies of the old house, beautifying the

bare walls ; they hang from the bridge, thicken the banks,

and droop into the river : lady-fern and Lastrca dilatata

on the rocks, hay-fern where there is a hedge, mountain
fern, black-stem, scaly hart's tongue, and false maidenhair,

which last is the prettiest of all.

The road runs up the riverside a little farther, then

comes to an abrupt conclusion on the moor. At the edge

of the path we observe a rude stone, on which names are

cut, and may well pause to ask why Trelawny, Bulteel,

Treby and Carew have mention here. They are the names
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of former worthies of the hunting field, commemorated on

this stone by their friend the late Mr. C. A. Mohun-Harris,

during his residence at Brentmoor House many yeai

A modest fame, for though the granite is long-lasting, few

come this way to see the stone.

Black Tor and Shipley Tor are small, compact masses

of rock. Ascending towards the first-named, we find in-

numerable hut-circles on the face of the moor. We can

sit among the hut ruins and look across to Three Barrows.

It seems a mere jump, but is a mile and a half off as the

crows flies.

Continuing our walk northwards on the heather, we
reach Ryder's Plain, where there are more circles, known
as The Rings, high above the river beyond Black Tor.

The plain is very wild and barren, undignified by any

height, unbroken by rock or tor. About two miles from

the Rings in a north-westerly direction is a cairn, where

may be seen the last fragment of Petre's Cross, which still

gives its name to the spot. It was discovered among the

stones of the cairn more than thirty years ago.

Petre's Cross is near to the Abbots' Way, or Jobbers'

Path, as it is sometimes called, the track from Buckfast to

Buckland and Tavistock Abbeys, now only a green path.

The wool trade, which still prospers at Buckfastleigh, was
formerly carried on by the monks of Buckfast, and it has

been conjectured that over Jobbers' Path bales of their

merchandise were conveyed.

From Petre's Cross we can look towards Aune (or Avon)

Head. Fox Tor Mire, the scene of Childe the Hunter's

death already related, lies some distance beyond the ridge

about four miles to the north-west.

We can return from The Rings and Shipley by Lanes that

will lead us near Brent Hill. In nearly every excursion

this conical hill has been a prominent feature in the land-

scape. Upon it we shall find the ruins of an old watch-

lionx', an ancient camp and v< ! prehistoric anti-

quities. There is, of course, from its summit one of the

fines! views on the southern border of the moor. But to

attain it we shall find the ascent very steep indeed

we tramp eastwards we will choose the old '
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road, though it is rough and hilly, for then we pass Har-

bourne Ford, a lovely out-of-the-way spot. Gaining the

top of the hill, we find a lane to the left, with a signpost

for Deancombe.
This is one of those places where the wild scenery of the

moorland comes in touch with the cultivation of the border.

A stream is tearing among rocks and wood through a

picturesque valley. This is that Dean Burn of which
Herrick wrote :

—

Dean Bourn, farewell ; I never look to see

Deane or thy warty incivility.

He was not polite to the locality, as we shall presently see.

But first we must find the Hound's Pool, where a vicar of

Dean Prior transformed the spirit of a wicked weaver, who
had been a trouble to the village, into a black dog, and
set him to bale out the pool with a nut-shell. The story

makes us think of Binjie in Cranmere, and Tregeagle, who,
over the Cornish border, is empt}'ing Dosmary Pool with

a limpet-shell.

After we leave the combe, we may make our way to

Dean Church, where we must pause for Herrick's sake.

Of all the poets who have written in Devonshire, he has

left the deepest impression on English literature, of which
he is the Theocritus. His lyrics seem replete with the

spirit of the lovely county he lived in ; he tried in vain to

be artificial ; he hated his surroundings, yet was fain to

own their influences.

I must confess

I ne'er invented such
Ennobled numbers for the press

Than where I loathed so much.

He was ejected from the living by the Puritans in 1047,

and quitted the place with all appearance of rejoicing,

uttering the Farewell to Deane Bonnie, of which I have
quoted a couple of lines. His description of the inhabi-

tants is not flattering :

—
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O Men, O manners ; There and ever knowne
To be a Rockie Generation !

A people currish ; churlish as the seas
;

And rude (almost) as rudest Salvages
;

With whom I did, and shall re-sojourne when
Rockes turn to Rivers, Rivers into men.

But, as others have done, he protested too much, being
glad enough to get back to his living after the Restora-
tion

;
perhaps finding the folk at Dean Prior, if somewhat

rougher, more honest than the courtiers of Charles II.

He died at Dean, and it is thought probable that he was
buried in the church. Only a modern brass commemo-
rates his name.
The church possesses a fine ancient font ; and on the

south wall, the seventeenth-century monument, now name-
less, is that of Sir Edward Giles and his lady. Their
epitaph, written by Herrick, has disappeared from the

marble. It fitly began :

—

No trust to metals or to marbles when
These have their fate and wear away as men

—

Fortunately the lines were preserved by Prince.

Nothing need detain us this time in Buckfastleigh,
which we reach in a little over a mile and a half from Dean
Prior. We will get to the station, and take the train for

Ashburton.



CHAPTER IX.

FROM ASHBURTON INTO DARTMOOR.

Ashbnrton — Buck!and Drives — Koine Chase — New
Bridge — Luesdon — Poundsgate — Dartmeet — Dun-
nabridge Pound — Holne Village — Buckfastleigh.

ASHBURTON, seven miles by road from Newton
Abbot and three from Buckfastleigh, and served

by the Great Western line from Totnes, is a

pleasant little country town of four streets, three of them
being named North, East, and West Street, respectively,

and these meet at the Bull Ring, where is now a drinking

fountain. On the monthly market-day they are crowded
with horned beasts ; at other times Ashburton is quiet

enough, priding itself on its cakes and surroundings, the

latter of which we shall soon visit. It was one of the

Stannary rowns.

The church of St. Andrew is a fine building, but re-

storations, though well carried out, have left few interesting

features. We see that there have been three side chapels
;

some old carvings remains in the roof of the north aisle.

A good many old houses are standing in the town, es-

pecially in North Street.

When leaving the town by West Street a house at the

turn of the hill may be observed, bearing a date of the

seventeenth century, and with a little figure of a man en
horseback at the edge of the roof. There are several such
in Devon, and the figure is no child's toy, but in the

troublous times of the Civil War this unpretentious little

man, noticeable only if you were looking out for him,

denoted that here only persons of Royalist sympathies
would be welcomed.*

* For notes on these " ridge tiles " sec The Western Antiquary
vol. I, page 115 et passim.
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The quaint old tower standing in St. Laurence Lane,

and known as St. Laurence's Tower, is all thai remains of

a guild chapel, and is now part of the building of the

grammar school.*

Although you may possibly have taken advantage of

the Rovey coach to visit Holne Chase and the Buckland

Drives, we will go over them again from Ashburton.

Through the kindness of the owner of Buckland Court,

the drives are open on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

from the middle of May to the end of September for private

driving parties only. The privilege does not extend to

coaches, char-a-bancs and like vehicles plying indiscrimi-

nately for public hire, nor to pleasure parties in large

bodies, but applies only to visitors and bona-fidc tourists

in small parties. No motors, cycles, or carts are admitted

to the grounds at any time and dogs at large are not

allowed to accompany visitors, who are specially requested

not to smoke in dry weather. The exclusion of pedestrians

is due to the bad manners of the few spoiling the enjoyment

of the many, it having been found impossible in so large

a property to prevent the rooting up of ferns and flowers,

the trespassing on private paths—in short, the ill-condi-

tioned behaviour so unfortunately common in the tripper.

Plenty of vehicles for the drives are to be found waiting

in Ashburton ; they meet the trains, or may be hired, and

you may either have a private conveyance, or share with

a party.

The drivers usually go up North Street, and ascend to

the top of the hill by Awsewell Rock, in view of Buckland

icon, and the village of Buckland-in-the Moor. Then,

entering the drives from above, they descend t<> the Dart,

and return along the \-<>,u\ that winds close by the river.

Holne Chase, in the opposite side <>!" the water, i-> somewhat
wilder in aspecl then the Buckland estate. The b

clothe the hills t<> their summits, birch and oak in winter

ircely t<> be distinguished from the grey trap dyke,

which here and there lies in Long clatters "ii the hillsid

i Culler particulars "t Ashburton see Homeland Handy
Guide N .. •.. I'n. e \d,

/., .
•:

.
. Hers or from the publishers «>i this volume.
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Dark firs towards the top break the monotony of tint,

while Awsewcll Rock crowns the height above all.

Very lovely is the road through Holne Chase, which

rises on a terrace above the river, and winds through the

woods, with the Dart ever rushing down below. But it

is tantalising sometimes not to be able to get near the

water. Holne Bridge, though beyond the forest boundary,

will compete with any of the picturesque bridges we have
seen.

At Holne Bridge the water comes splashing, laughing,

as it were, from the woods, and suddenly falls into silence

under the bridge, and slips along so swiftly, so silently.

On a summer's day when the trees make shadow overhead

there is a mystery in the spot which can be felt, but never

expressed.

Here you see the river Dart, fairest of all the fair rivers

of Devon, at its loveliest, now dashing over the rocks, then

sinking into a lull in some deep, still pool, which reflects

the shore on either side, so quiet, so swift, gliding to a

bend, rushing on, then still again, as if the dancing water

were fain to take a rest.

The usual story is told of the Lovers' Leap in the Buck-
land Wood, the crag overhanging the Dart below Awsewell
Rock.

Buckland-in-the-Moor is a little gem ; two or three

cottages clustered in the woods, close by a small stream,

which is crossed by a narrow bridge ; it is not quite four

miles from Ashburton, and if you are an artist you will

want to come again and pay it a longer visit. Farther on

a little waterfall splashes into the road, and the shade of

Buckland Woods is deliriously refreshing after a drive cr

walk on the glaring moor.
On the west side of the Webburn valley, is Leusdon.

Its little modern church was built and endowed in 1863,

by the late Mrs. Larpent, to whose memory a graniti

ected. The view over the »l the Dart is mag-
nifi( <nt ; the sturdy tower of Buckland in the Moor seems
close by, among the trees in reality the deep gorge lies

between where the Webburn tearing down to meet the

Dart, crosses the road from Buckland to New Bridge. We
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now leave the Drives, with their beautiful woods, behind,

and pass out to the commons, with Leigh Tor just above

us—a couple of fantastic groups, some of the rocks being

locally named the Batch Loaves.

For a moment we pause to look across the hills. New
Bridge spans the Dart at the end of Holne Chase, and on

Photograph] ASHBURTON CHURCH. 'Blampey & Son.

one side of the river there lies a broad, marshy basin. On
the hill southward, is Holne Cot, and still farther off the

vicarage, where Charles Kingsley was born in 1819. He
was taken away while still an infant, and did not see

Dartmoor again till thirty years later. The house has

been partly rebuilt since that time, but sonic of the old

rooms remain.

In this marshy hollow grows the ostnunda, the particu-
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larly bright green fronds of which are distinguishable

among the other vegetation when in summer it crops up
by the bog-bean. So terribly has the king-fern been
rooted up in Dartmoor that I would not disclose any
locality of its growth were it not that here it is defiantly

out of reach and mocks the depredator.

There are so many signposts for Poundsgate that one
would think it quite an important spot. Far from it :

there are a few cottages, Poundsgate Post Office (largely

announced), and the inn. Here you can have rooms if

you like, and I know at least one lover of the moor who
makes this a yearly summer resort, far from the madding
crowd. It was here that the Evil One first came on the

Sunday of that Widecombe storm, an occurrence alto-

gether so unusual that perhaps the importance of Pounds-
gate dates from that hour.

Having made our way to Poundsgate, we shall pro

to the open moor. First, below the heights of Corndon
and Yar Tor, we have a fine bit of common to cross, and
we note again the variety of the scenery, which has its own
characteristics, then down one of the longest and steepest

hills on Dartmoor—(Fingle Bridge, from Cranbrook, is

hard to beat, but that is not on the moor)—which takes

us down to Dartmeet.
If you are driving, you will probably prefer to descend

this on foot to remaining in any kind of vehicle ; the

driver, too, will most likely suggest alighting. So we may
as well turn off the road as we descend, and look en the

left-hand side for a grassy track whereon stands the Coffin

Stone, used for generations a- a resting-place when a

funeral is on its way from parts of the forest to Widecombe.
A sense of reveren ps upon us as we Look at the

block, cut witli rude . Around us is scenery the

grandest that tan 1m- conceived. It should bring consola-

tion with it, for surely those who come here with their

dead musl h.i\ e a I the nearness <•! < rod.

The three parishes of Lydford, Holne, and Widecombe
tout h .it I ).n tin. . t, and the streams oi the East and \\ i I

I ).u t join just below the i I >n the I

;

i
i I the

remains oi a clapp caw be $een. Fantastii rocks
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are heaped in every direction on this side. The West

Dart here flows through more open ground : a broader,

brighter stream. The angler or explorer will find plenty

to do by the river or on the hills.

Ascending the road across the river, a further walk of

two miles will bring us to Dunnabridge Pound, which

stands close to the right-hand side of the way. Mr. Page

describes this as "an enclosure of uncertain age, and in

itself in no wise remarkable." Its frequent mention,

however, in documents connected with the forest endow
it with considerable interest. It is still used for impound-

ing cattle, especially those left unclaimed after the drifts.

Our particular interest will be the Judge's Chair, at the

entrance of the pound, surely one of the seats of the mighty.

It consists of a roofing slab eight feet long, with supporters

six feet high on either side, below which some blocks of

stone form seats, another large slab serving as a back to

the chair. Mr. Bray, of course, saw in this the seat of an

archdruid or president of some court of judicature. It is

popularly supposed to be the Judge's Chair of the Miners'

Parliament, brought from Crockern Tor together with the

Judge's Table, which may be seen in a less complete con-

dition at Dunnabridge Farm, close by. Some antiquaries

have judged the chair to be the remains of a cromlech

erected in the circle which doubtless was the origin of the

pound. One can hardly imagine that at a time when
little respect was paid to rude stone monuments the Judge's

table and chair, with their huge stones, were taken from

Crockern Tor, several miles away, to Dunnabridge for

preservation, and Mr. Crossing suggests that in the popular

story confusion has arisen between Dunnabridge Farm
and Dunnabridge Pound, the stone, which really does

seem, from the evidence we possess, to have been taken

from Crockern Tor, being at the former place.

We need not follow the high-road farther ; if we did,

we should presently reach Two Bridges, where we have

already been.

Retracing our steps towards Dartmeet, we will.^about

half a mile before reaching the confluence, turn off to the

right, and presently cross the Dart at Hexworthy Bridge.
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Just above the bridge is Jolly Lane Cot, built in one day,
and the last holding attempted to be taken from the Duchy,
an old custom being that if a house could be built and
inhabited between sunrise and sunset the builder could
claim it as his. An account of this will be found in Dart-

moor Idylls, and also in A Hundred Years on Dartmoor.
We now have a walk before us of about four miles from

Hexworthy to Holne, very beautiful, but with mighty
ascents and descents, such as seem particularly frequent
in the hills that surround the Dart. Down we go to Saddle
Bridge and cross the stream, then up over the ridge of

Combestone Tor Hill, and in another three miles shall

reach Holne. By the time we get there we shall be ready
for the tea which will soon be prepared for us in the Church
House, the charming inn at the top of the village. You
will at once fall in love with the Church House Inn, and
of Holne will be be able to say with Charles Kingsley
" What I saw more than justified your praises of it."

The deep porch, the lattice window under the thatch, the

massive chimneys, will inspire you with the keenest desire

to make a picture or possess one as soon as possible ; and
instead of the familiar ivy, the building is draped with
Virginia creeper, which in autumn throws a gorgeous
mantle of scarlet from chimney to base. Presently we
will ask leave to go upstairs and look at the pictures in the

quaint little room above the porch. Many of them are

sketches by well-known artists who have stayed .it the

inn ; among other names we see that of Stacy Marks, and
the little collection is very interesting.

In the old, and somewhat battered font at Holne Church,

Charles Kingsley was baptised in e8io, his father being

for a short time curate-in-charge of the parish. The s

is very fine, with a series of panel pictures of saints along

the base; and the pulpit, fifteenth-century work, is

illy beautiful, and is ornamented with shields showing
the arms of the then lords of the manor, and of I

Oldham, Bishop of Exeter. Some account of the church

and screen, carefully prepared by the vicar, is placed in

the church, so thai visitors can readily learn all its in

features.
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In the churchyard is a restored cross ; and close beside

it is a grand old yew-tree, which has borne the Dartmoor
breezes for generations.

Camping out on Dartmoor in fine weather is one of the

most delightful experiences possible ; for the time being

one feels monarch of all one surveys, the owner of the

forest and the lords of the various manors being merely

convenient individuals who provide a charming landed

estate for the benefit of the appreciative.

Tented out by some brawling stream that lulls you to

sleep at night, and serves for bathing, washing, and fishing

during the day, a sense of delicious repose comes over one
;

excursions far afield seem too arduous—you want to lie

on your back all day and stare at the sky, or now and

then make a sketch, or try to catch a trout, just for the

appearance of employment.
Remember, the moor is actually free—no one will pre-

vent you from pitching your tent anywhere you please

—

but just for convenience (we are but amateur gipsies after

all) it is worth while to be near some farm so that the food

supply is easily attainable. Dartmoor farmers are ex-

tremely good-tempered, and show themselves most kind

and willing to give every assistance in their power, and,

should the weather become hopelessly wet, the camper

may find shelter in their houses. Nothing more abso-

lutely independent can be imagined than a camp on Dart-

moor—your house costs nothing, your land is rent free,

and it is your own fault if you cannot ask with the vaga-

bond,

Who so contented as I ?

Leaving Holne for Buckfastleigh, we pass Hembury on

our way. An ancient camp stands on the hill-to}), and if

we climb up we gel a magnificent view aero-- the country

we have been traversing, and in the distance we shall note

many a mark that will remind us of our rambles over

Dartmoor. For, though doubtless we have made this

expedition from Ashburton (which I have thus sketched

as a whole the work of two or three days, thus doing

justice to the scene, and avoiding the fatigue of the Long
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hilly roads, the time has come for leaving Dartmoor alto-

gether. We are going our last journey as we walk down
the hill into Buckfastleigh. The spire, so unusual on a

Devonshire church, has been visible many a time. From
the churchyard on the hill a long flight of nearly two

hundred steps leads into the town. Buckfastleigh is a

prosperous town, whose woollen factories employ many
hands from Ashburton, Dean, and the neighbouring

localities. The factories have one merit—that of anti-

quitv ; and we pardon their existence when we remember
that the woollen trade was one of the industries of Buck-

fast Abbey, during the Middle Ages. Risdon mentions

the abbey, dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, as founded

before the Conquest. Recently the monastery has been

restored by French Benedictines, and once more as we
wander by* the side of the Dart we may hear the convent

bells ringing out the hours across the water.

I have now tried to guide you to some of the beauties

and antiquities of Dartmoor, scarcely hoping to do more
than instil in you such a love of the inexhaustible moor-

land as will bring you hither again and again.

Will you now say, " Good-bye " (or dare I ask for " Au
revoir?"), contented with my effort, concerning which I

pray you and any critics into whose hands it may fall to

Say not that she did ill or well,

Only she did her best.



CHAPTER X.

ANGLING IN THE DARTMOOR DISTRICT.

By Edgar S. Shrubsole.

WITHIN easy reach of the various towns and vil-

lages included in the present book very decent

trout fishing is obtainable by the quiet cour-

teous angler. He may wander at will, amid the stern tors

beside the peat coloured streams, foaming amidst mossy
boulders ; or he may cast angle where only the mild
moorland surrounds him as he twitches out the tiny, dark,

gold-hued troutlets. A civil request will gain for him the

necessary information as to whether or not permission has
to be obtained or paid for, and in the latter case where
and to whom payment is to be made, before he starts in

search of his quarry. Should Piscator sigh for more
important game, peel fishing and salmon fishing are avail-

able, only a short railway journey being necessary before

the fishing ground is reached.

On Dartmoor proper all the streamlets are good alike,

and it matters little which you operate upon, so long as

the water fished is slightly discoloured. If the streams
are very low, and bright, your chances of sport are con-

siderably diminished, but your surrounding are n<»ne the

less attractive, nor your walk less pleasant. A Long day's

tramp on Dartmoor is rather trying to the visitor, the

walking is none of the easiest, and where angling is pursued
it is not done, in many cases, without encountering vexa-

tious difficulties. The exercise of patience is a sine qua

7W7i if success is to be achieved. A detailed description

of the various streams is not considered necessary by the

writer <»f these notes. There i- lit 1 1
«

- to choose amongsl
them. Upon arrival in the district information is at
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available as to which stream is fishing well, and go ye

there. To-morrow some other stream may gain your

attention, for the water fished successfully to-day may
be "

oft"
" in twenty-four hours.

Rather let us deal generally with the subject, and first

as to outfit, which should be as light and as compact as

possible. Wading is not absolutely necessary, and there-

Photo-
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(See Chapter IX).

fore heavy, cumbersome waders and brogues may be dis-

pensed with. Occasionally, however, the angler will find

it useful to enter the water or to cross the stream ; some
protection for the feet and legs up to the knee is therefore

advisable, and the following covering is recommended : a

short pair of waders made from light material (the " Sil-

verburn " is an approved pattern), and a light pair of

brogues fashioned to fit, and made with canvas tops and
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fairly strong leather soles, protected by common hob-nails.

These light, short waders and light canvas brogues will be
found more serviceable and much less tiring than top-

boots ; they have the additional advantage of being easily

dried at night. A light wicker creel should be carried.

Very long casting is not required on the streams of Dart-
moor,* therefore a nine-feet, two-piece rod is all that is

necessary. Indeed, an eight-feet six-inch is perhaps the

more suitable weapon. The reel-line should be propor-

tionately light and handy, and the gut-cast of the finest.

Dealing with the all-important matter of lures, the

artificial fly ranks first, and of the various patterns that

known as the Blue Upright is most successful ; next
follows the Red Hackle, and other good flies are the Half
Stone, the Black Gnat, and, for evening fishing, the Coach-
man. In bright weather a Black Hackle with a turn or

two of silver twist on the body is a very kUing pattern.

Should the angler use two flies, undoubtedly the most
approved patterns are point Blue Upright and dropper Red
Hackle. Most Devonshire flies are hackle-dressed, and
they are fished slightly beneath the surface. Your keen
angler, though, will at times spot a decent fish rising, and
put over it a floating upright-winged fly. This often does
the trick, but then most probably the hackle-flies fished

wet would be equally successful. There is, however, a
peculiar charm in the use of a dry-fly, and the exponent
of this style should carry with him a few specimens of his

favourite lures.

It is a mistake to undervalue your quarry because they
run small in size. Dartmoor trout are very artful, and
give really excellent sport. Fish for them with the finest

gut procurable, and you will find that the fun in handling

them is not by any means all on the side of the angler.

The less fastidious fly-fisher will find the Alexandra a

most useful fly, especially in a fining water. It -In mid be

* It ought, perhaps, to be mentioned hen- ili.it \ir. William
Crossing, who for many years has fished 00 Dartmoor, finds that
it is very often a great advantage to throw a long line, on the prin-

ciple that where there are no bushes to conceal the angler it

to stan<l at a distance from the bank.

—

Bd.
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1

fished across and down stream, and must be worked in fits

and starts, and constantly kept in motion.

A very attractive lure for trout, and, in a suitable water,

a very killing one, is the natural minnow, of very small

size, fished as a fly on the finest tackle. The same rod will

do as for fly fishing proper, but the reel line should be

extremely fine, and level, not tapered. A tiny triangle

and a wee lip-hook is all the armament required, and a

Photograph' [Blamfiy
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couple only of very small swivels are sufficient for the

trace. It requires some skill and practice to enable one
to manipulate this tackle properly, but once learned, it

is as invaluable on other waters as on those of Dartmoor.
The principal thing to study in casting the minnow as a

fly is to pick your line neatly off the water and send it well

back behind you. As soon as the line has extended itself

fully behind you, then with a steady but decided move-
ment propel the bait forward in the desired direction,
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taking great care not to give the slightest jerky motion

to the lure, or its position on the hook will be spoiled, if

indeed, the bait is not entirely torn away and lost. Fish

across and down stream. The trout does not swim in a

Dartmoor stream that can refuse a minnow placed before

it in a workmanlike manner. Many anglers use artificial

minnows. Devon minnows are known all over the angling

world, but even in the most skilful hands they are a sorry

substitute for the natural bait.

When the water is very thick the best bait is a well-

scoured worm, and the same lure is a good one in bright

water, if fished in the following manner : rod as before,

reel-line same as recommended above for minnow fishing,

cast as fine as can be procured, hook of fine wire, round-

bend, whipped with red silk. Keep as far as possible

away from your quarry, and fish as with a minnow, only

up stream if you possibly can. Drop the worm in all the

little runs, in the slack water behind boulders, and in fact,

in any and every spot at all likely to hold a trout. If the

stream is rather fast squeeze a small shot on the cast just

about the hook.

A very popular method of negotiating the capture of

trout on Dartmoor is dapping for them with natural insects,

a black-beetle being an especially attractive lure. There

are two methods of dapping. One is to squirm along the

brookside and, with shortened line, advance the point of

your rod so that the lure may be lowered to the surface

of the water at the desired spot. The other method is to

be preferred, and is carried out in the following manner.
From a point of vantage carefully chosen with regard to

wind, etc., let your line of floss silk, with a single Length

of gut and hook attached, float out with the wind, and as

soon as the line has fairly well extended itself Lower the

point of your rod and permit the bail to alight on the

surface of the water. Should the stream favour, you may
le1 the Line travel down. Great cut is absolutely acces-

sary in the manipulation of the fine floss silk Line, which,

by-the-bye, should be wound on a Light wood winch of

contracted shape, i.e. Large in diameter and narrow in the

i. It from any reason a tangle should occur, there
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is nothing for it but to break off the length of line entangled,

and start again. It is capital sport handling the lively

little Devonshire trout on this tackle.

In conclusion, respect the rights of those by whose

kindness so much of the fishing in the Dartmoor district

is placed at the disposal of the angler.

Fishing Tickets may be obtained from :
—

Mr. Rowe, Duchy Hotel, Princetown ; Mr. Trinaman, Two
Bridges Hotel, Two Bridges ; Mr. Cleave, Forest Inn, Hexworthy ;

Mr. Webb, Temperance Hotel, Post Bridge ; Mr. French, Post

Office, Post Bridge ; Messrs. W. Jeffery and Son, 12, George Street,

Plymouth.

The reservoirs of the Torquay Corporation, Tottiford, Hennock,
and Trenchford, are situated on the most easterly spur of Dartmoor,
11 miles S\V. of Exeter and 15 miles NNW. of Torquay. Fly
fishing allowed, on week-days only, between April 1st and Sep-
tember 30th. Tickets from the Town Clerk Town Hall, Torquay.



CHAPTER XL

SOME NOTES FOR CYCLISTS.

I
AM frequently asked whether it is worth while to take

a bicycle into Dartmoor. To this question I reply

with an emphatic affirmative ; cycling in the moor
may be rough, not of the quality which recommends itself

either to the butterfly rider or to the scorcher, but the

saving of time and fatigue in getting from place to place

where there is no local means of communication is immense.

Of course it is hilly, very hilly. Across the centre of the

moor runs the road from Moreton to Tavistock, and after

dry summer weather, when the coaches have cut it up,

the surface is extremely rough. True, you may reckon

in places for three quarters of a mile of downhill, but at

the quickest you cannot expect a progress of more than

seven miles an hour. There is however so much to see

that you will hardly grudge the delay of walking, and the

advantages are so many that the rider who cares more for

pleasure than pace will find his cycle a real convenience.

The wheel is fast making its way into the moor for practical

purposes and residents in obscure localities ride.

It is not worth while to attempt cycling on the rough,

steep road which leads through Lustleigh to Moreton from

Bovey Tracey. This piece should always be taken by
train, to save the time and temper of the cyclist ; it is the

vilest road imaginable, so let him save his powers for the

moor.
In the fourteen miles from Moreton to Okehampton he

will find on the whole a very good road, especially after

passing Sandy Park Bridge. In damp weather it is rather

muddy as far as the Chagford turning, but this is com-

pensated for by its bein^ Dearly .ill downhill. Passing the

turning to Drewsteignton, the ascent t<> Whiddon Down
follows, all rideablc for tin- average hill-climber. A brisk
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descent to South Zeal is most enjoyable ; it is then un-
dulating to Okehampton, with a steep hill down into the

town.

From Okehampton, crossing the Okement, the Tavistock

road runs on the extreme left parallel with the railway and
river, a good road, with a well-made surface the whole way.

If the detour into Lydford is made, the hill to the gorge

will be found steep, and narrow. Near Lydford Station

the Tavistock road ascends the hill opposite to the Manor
Hotel and crosses the shoulder of Brent Tor.

The seven miles between Tavistock and Princetown are

very hilly, I might add very uphilly, though long stretches

are rideable ; still it is well to give one's self plenty of

time for the journey. The road continues good past

Princetown and Two Bridges as far as Post Bridge, this

being the Tavistock division of the moor, where the roads
are well made and rolled. The hill above Merrivale bears

a danger board : it is very long and unfit to ride. I have
already alluded to the hilly quality of the rest of the

Moreton road, though the gradient from Post Bridge is

easier than the other way. Merripit is a long hill beyond
which the road ascends and descends, with more or less

sharpness, to Beetor Cross, after which comes Worm Hill,

and the hilly road into Moreton. Many of the descents

are rideable with care and good brakes, and afford great

impetus for the opposite ascents ; indeed, it is all to be
condemned for roughness of surface more than for steep-

ness of incline.

Cyclists will be deceived by the pleasant ride from Two
Bridges past Dunnabridge Pound to Dartmeet. So far

very good. Beyond this I advise no further cycling, the

hill from Dartmeet being frightfully steep. In Holne
Chase we again find well-kept surfaces, but the hills are

almost impossible of ascent, and no one with a desire to

keep his neck whole will try to ride down them. Alto-

gether the laboriousness of these few miles deprives them
of all pleasure, and makes the distance seem twice as long
as surveyors compute it. Buckland Drives are closed to

cyclists.

It is a pleasant ride from Princetown, on the Plymouth
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road, to Dousland and Yelverton. At the top of the first

hill after Princetown, another danger-board warns of the

sharp invisible corner at the bottom.

Off the main road from Dousland Station, a very possible

ride can be taken by Cadover Bridge to Cornwood. Here,

on the southern borders of the moor, cycling is far more
arduous, the roads mere lanes, narrow and rough, and,

except to gain time, in returning down hills often pre-

cariously steep, it is scarcely worth while to push the

bicycle into this part of the moorland.

A cvcling tour from point to point with a pause for

walking excursions on the hills is really more satisfactory

than a ride round ; and the wheelman can use his own
judgment about using the cycle or " Shanks his mare

"

on the lanes in each neighbourhood.

The roads round Chagford are on the whole very steep,

but here the bicycle will allow of day excursions which

would not be possible on foot. Starting for Fernworthy,

after pushing the machine up the steep hill beyond the

reading-room, the moorland will be found very rideable

all the way to the farm, where the machine can be safely

left while exploring the antiquities on the Teign. A return

might be made along the Ashburton road, into which we
may strike soon after leaving the common, and for which

there is a signpost, and so back to Moreton in time to

catch the last train.

Another excursion could be made leaving Chagford by
the Okehampton road (there are some very sharp hills),

passing through Gidleigh, Throwleigh, to South Zeal and

Sticklepath, returning by Whiddon Down and the Moreton

road.

Grimspound is best reached by taking the Princetown

road at Moreton, and on gaining the moor riding for hall

a mile, and then turning Left. A ride of a mile and a

quarter then brings you < lose to the pound.

1 have described at Length the route taken by the I tolphin

coach to Widecombe, over Bittleford Down, and thi

Challacombe to Grimspound All this might be done

awheel, though a rough hilly ride ; still, the saving of time

would be immense, and on a Long summer's day. i
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tunity would be found to get up to Challacombe avenues
;

or Grimspound might be thus included in a tourist's day,

taking Haytor, Widecombe, Grimspound, Challacombe,

Post Bridge, and Two Bridges, stopping the night at the

hotel here, for further excursions in the centre of the moor
next day.

There is a very pretty road from Two Bridges into Wide-
combe, not too steep for pleasant riding. Beyond it the

climb out of the village is very stiff. It is best to take the

Ashburton road, though this does entail pushing the

machine nearly up to Rippon Tor. Above here a beautiful

road crosses the moor, either to Moreton or Manaton. By
Haytor to Bovey Tracey it is very steep, though rideable.

From Manaton the Terrace road by Becky Falls into

Bovey is delightful.

In this way the visitor who stays in the neighbourhood,

though not on the actual moor, might have some very en-

joyable excursions for the day, and see more of Dartmoor
with the bicycle's help than would otherwise be possible.

He is also much more independent of the trains, and is

saved tedious delays at country junctions. A cyclist,

riding alone on the moor for the first time, should use the

utmost caution. Those to whom the roads are familiar

know what to expect, and when to dismount ; it seems
absurd to speak emphatically of the necessity for effective

brakes.

The northern and western borders have the best roads

and the easiest riding, and the gradients are preferable

from the north downwards. The surface is everywhere
better in spring and autumn than summer, when the roads

get loose and dry, and are cut into innumerable ruts.

In recent years the motor-car has found its way into the

moor, and a most fascinating sensation it is to sweep
swiftly over these wild roads. Nor is motoring in the

narrow lanes impossible, but speed, it should be remem-
bered is out of the question, and drivers must be prepared

for the fords at the bottom of hills, and the frequency of

closed moor gates.



ROAD DISTANCES.

A table of some road distances from principar towns.

FROM TO MILES
ASHBURTON Holne Bridge 2

. Buckland-in-the-Moor 3*
> i '

New Bridge 3*
,, Dartmeet 1\
> i '

Dunnabridge Pound 9h
Bovey Tracey Haytor 4

1 > •
Widecombe • •

I) • Becky Falls 4
It Manaton 5

I) • Lustleigh 3

,, Moretonhampstead . .

.

••

Brext Shipley Bridge 2*
BUCKFASTLEIGH Dean Prior 2

i> • Deancombe I*
Chagford Fernworthy 4

t .
Gidleigh 21

>> • Throwleigh 3i
,, Okehampton IO

MORETONHAMPSTEAD North Bovey 2

Easdon 4
Post Bridge H
Two Bridges 12

Tavistock 20
Chagford 4
Fingle Bridge 3
Drewsteignton 4
South Zeal 9
Sticklepath IO

Okehampton M
Okehampton Sourtoii 5

>> Lydford 9

1} • Tavistock ...

>> • by Lydford 17
Princetown Two Bridges i*

,. Douskmd Station 4*
> • •

Sheeps Tor ...

tt • Cado\ ei Bridge ...

Cornwood
:: 'flTavistock Princetown

. Fetex Xavy 1
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BALLS Ltd.
OFFICIAL REPAIRERS TO A. A.. R.AC. AND M.U

Telephone : Telegrams :

37 Balls

Newton Abbot. Newton Abbot.

MOTOR GARAGE
OF>EN DAY AND NIGHT

Motor & Cycle Engineers & Agents.

Accumulators Charged.

Repairs by Experienced Workmen.

Motor Cars for Hire.

60 & 61, QUEEN STREET

NEWTON ABBOT
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Telephone 15. Telegrams :—" Babington, Ashburton."

ASHBURTON.

Motor Works and Garage

Fully Equipped Workshop.

Large Garage. Every Accommodation.

Landaulettes & Touring Cars on Hire.

VULCANIZING
General Overhauling of Cars a Speciality

Official Repairers to A.A , M.U.. R.A.C., A.C.U..

and Devon and Cornwall Automobile Club.

Motor Char-a-Bancs available for Moorland Trips.

OILS. PETROL. TYRES & GREASES
IN STOCK.

Proprietor: E. O. BABINGTON
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LONDON JOINT CITY AND
MIDLAND BANK LIMITED

C II A IKMAX :

The Right Hon. R. McKENNA
JOIST MAXAGIXG DIRECTORS :

S. B. MURRAY F. HYDE E. W. WOOLLEY

Subscribed Capital - - £38,116,050
Paid-up Capital - 10,859,800
Reserve Fund 10,859,800
Deposits (Dec. 31st, 1920). - 371,841,968

Head Office: 5, THREADNEEDLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2.

OVER 1,500 OFFICES IX EKGLAXD AND WALES
OVERSEAS BRANCH : 65 & 66, OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

Affiliated Banks :

BELFAST BANKING CO. LTD. THE CLYDESDALE BANK LTD.
OVER 110 OFFICES IN IRELAND OVER 180 OFFICES IN SCOTLAND

THE HOMELAND BOOKSHOP
37 & 38 MAIDEN LANE,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.2.

Speciality : The supply of Books, etc., on British Topography.

A few items from recent lists :

John Speed's Map.-. 1610 * Sussex, 30/-; Dorset, 15/-;

Bedford, 2/6; Rutland, 3/6.

London : St. Clement Danes, Past and Present, 1868, 7/6 |

Timbs' Curiosities, 1868, 9/- ; Brayley's Londiniana,

4 vols., 1829, 35/-; Liber Albus, 1841, 7/6.

Sussex : B^loc's Four Men, 7/6 ; Hannah's Sussex Coast,

7 6; Lower's Worthies, 1S05, 25/-. •

Road Books: Ogilby, folio, 1675, £6; Carey, 1798, 3 S.

Britannia Depida : Maps of Roads by Bowen, 1764, 30/-.

Send list of requirements. Terms Cash.

Intelligent service in tro search for scarce books and maps.
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Life Assurance Plus—
!

THE AUSTRALIAN MUTUAL PROVIDENT Society is Mutual

That is to say, all Surplus, without deduction, belongs to the Policy-

holders themselves, and is distributed yearly. Moreover, the Society,

established in 1849, has been for many years the largest and most prosperous

British Mutual Life Office. Why is this ? Because it offers to Assurers the

acme of security and profit, and because its satisfied members are its best

advertisement. Why are Policies with the A. M. P. Society so profitable ?

Because, while its premium rates are below the average, it possesses in a

unique degree the combination of a low expense rate, a high interest

return and a favourable mortality experience.

The A. M. P. Society should be covering you. You will be sent full

particulars on application, Please mention this publication.

Every Year a Bonus Year.
Assets, £45,000,000. Annual Income, £6,400,000.

New Ordinary Business for 1920, £10,500,000
Cash Surplus (Ordinary Department) diviaed for 1920, £1,324,000.

Australian Mutual Provident
SOCIETY.

London Office: 37, Threadaeedle St., E.C.2.
W. C. FISHER, ManagirforthcVmhd KiK;<lom.

MOTd
DO YOU KNOW

***** n w mmmm^Mon
THE AUTOMATI

It is an Essential Fitment to ever

Write for full information on th

IT WILL

ROAD GUIDES. LTD.,
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The Quality Motor Spirit
SHELL-MEX, Ltd., kingsway, London, w.c.j.

!ISTS!
IYTHING ABOUT-
NIGHT

•*• *£&***•

IE ROAD SN^
&&

ROAD GUIDE?
ar. It has many BOLD CLAIMS,
onderful PRACTICAL Device.

ITS WAY.

13, LONG ACRE, W.C
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THE

Selection of a School
is a matter in which expert assistance is almost a

necessity, as without it parents find it difficult to get in

touch with a sufficient number of schools to give them

a fair choice.

Truman & Knightley,

Scholastic Agents,

through the medium of their

Pupils', Mistresses', Masters' and

Matrons' Departments, have a

knowledge of the educational

establishments throughout the

country which enables them to

offer parents efficient and reliable

help.

A Booklet " On the Choice of a School " will be sent

post free on application.

OFFICES:

6 1, Conduit Street, London, W.i
Telephone: MAVFAIR 1063-1064.
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SYMONS' jM» I
England's

i est

^^£ Vintage.

Devonshire
CYDER

London Address—

RATCLIFF, IE.

Phone 3545 East.

JNO. SYMONS & Co., Ltd.,

•Phones. APPLE MILLS, TOTNES.

TUCKER'S

Totnes Butter Scotch
AND

Devon Cream Toffees

ON SALE EVERYWHERE
IN TINS AND PACKETS

TUCKER £r SONS, Ltd., TOTNES
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HENLEY'S
Devonshire CYDER
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Established 1791. 21 REFINERIES in South Devon.
<;<>id Label Extra Quality, Hodluni Sweet.
Green Label Do., Dr\
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